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Abstract

The Power of Higher-Order Composition Languages in System Design

by

James Adam Cataldo

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Edward Lee, Chair

This dissertation shows the power of higher-order composition languages in system

design. In order to formalize this, I develop an abstract syntax for composition

languages and two calculi. The first calculus serves as a framework for composition

languages without higher-order components. The second is a framework for higher-

order composition languages. I prove there exist classes of systems whose specification

in a higher-order composition language is drastically more succinct than it could ever

be in a non-higher-order composition language.

To justify the calculus, I use it as a semantic domain for a simple higher-order

composition language. I use it to reason about higher-order components in this more

practical language and use n-level clock distribution networks as a class of systems

whose description must grow exponentially in a non-higher order composition lan-
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guage, but whose description grows linearly with n in a higher-order composition

language.

As a prototype higher-order composition language, I developed the Ptalon pro-

gramming language for Ptolemy II. I explain how components can be built in Ptalon,

and I give several examples of models built as a higher-order components in this lan-

guage. These examples span several domains in system design: control theory, signal

processing, and distributed systems.

Unlike functional languages, where higher-order functions are infused with a pro-

gram’s execution semantics, the ability to provide scalable higher-order mechanism

is completely separated from execution semantics in higher-order composition lan-

guages. As a design technique, higher-order composition languages can be used to

provide extremely scalable system descriptions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scalability is a big problem in system design. Kuetzer et al. [34] suggest an “or-

thogonalization of concerns” to help manage this problem. The idea is to separate

various aspects of system design to allow more effective exploration of possible solu-

tions in the design space. As an example, function, or what the system should do,

can be separated from architecture, or how the system should do it. Similarly, com-

munication, or how components transfer data, can be separated from computation,

or how components transform data.

Another design methodology which addresses scale is Sztipanovits and Karsai’s

“model-integrated computing” [51]. Here the idea is to automate the transformation

of a metamodel specification of a domain-specific modeling language, coupled with

model integrity constraints, into a domain-specific design environment. Whenever

possible, models, analysis tools, and transformation tools are shared across domains
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to promote reuse and to save design time, both in a particular design environment

and in the design of that design environment. Lédeczi et al. [1] identify an impor-

tant orthogonalization of concerns in model-integrated computing, the separation of

“static semantics,” or the rules to specify which domain models are well-formed in

a design environment, from “dynamic semantics,” or the execution semantics of a

system implementation or simulation.

Jackson and Sztipanovits [30] have taken this orthogonalization a step further by

formalizing static and dynamic semantics in what they call “structural semantics”

and “behavioral semantics” respectively. They formulate structural semantics as a

decision procedure for checking model well-formedness in a particular domain. They

formulate dynamic semantics as an “interpretation,” or a mapping from one domain

to another.

For any particular structural semantics, scalability can be an issue in the spec-

ification of system structure. Complex systems may require huge descriptions. A

large system may contain a large amount of redundant structure, and exploiting this

redundancy can lead to more succinct structural descriptions.

With this in mind, I propose higher-order components as a design technique to

addresses the scalability concern. In functional programming languages, functions are

referred to as “higher-order” because they may be stored in data structures, passed

as arguments, and returned as results [27]. Similarly, in a composition language,

or a language for constructing networks of components, the components are higher-
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order when they may serve as parameters to other components. In a higher-order

composition language, a system’s structure is effectively parameterizable, and the

parameters may be other systems.

As a design concern, the succinctness of a system description is orthogonal to its

structural and behavioral well-formedness of models. Two expressions may represent

the same system structure, but one may be much more compact than the other. The

design goal of my technique is to minimize the amount of input a system designer

must provide to create a new system, thus enabling one form of scalability in system

design.

Unlike higher-order functions in a functional language, the semantics of higher-

order components in a composition language are orthogonal to the execution seman-

tics of the underlying model they represent. Given the parameters to a higher-order

component in a model, the component may be “reduced” to a non-higher-order com-

ponent before the system is simulated, verified, generated, or synthesized. This is a

form of “partial evaluation.” Partial evaluation is a program transformation tech-

nique for specializing programs with partial input known [13]. As an example, the

Haskell function

f x = (2 + 3) * x

may be transformed to

f x = 5 * x

before the value of x is known. Executing the second program at some later time when
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x is known, perhaps after the user supplies some input, requires less time, since the

addition step has already been performed. In the context of higher-order composition

languages, the designer must specify the parameters of a higher-order component be-

fore applying input data to the component in a simulation or synthesizing a circuit

for the component. This is useful because the execution semantics, whether simu-

lated, compiled, interpreted, or synthesized, need not be concerned with higher-order

composition. The execution semantics need only be defined on the “flattened” model.

To show how higher-order components can lead to succinct syntactic descriptions

of large systems, I formalize the notion of composition language in the form of a

calculus. This calculus, which I call the “simple calculus,” is general enough to

represent system structures in a large class of design environments. The basic entities

of the calculus are ports, or interface points through which data flows, and relations,

which are combined with ports to provide connections. The basic operators of the

calculus are parallel composition, which is used to combine entities in the calculus,

connection, which is used to declare the routing of system data, and encapsulation,

which is used to build system hierarchy.

In the calculus I present, I also include as basic entities attributes, which may be

used to distinguish certain system characteristics at the structural level. Attributes

are not completely fundamental to the calculus, since my main results would all

hold without them. They serve a function in my calculus as similar to the function

“constants” provide in λ calculus. Namely, application-specific information may be
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encoded in the terms of the calculus using attributes. In λ calculus, the numbers

0, 1, 2, . . . are commonly included in the calculus along with basic arithmetic operators

to map practical functional languages, like Lisp and Haskell, to λ calculus. I will

similarly use attributes when I map a higher-order circuit language to the calculus in

Chapter 3. An example attribute might declare whether port is an input or output

port. Since ports do not have directionality in all system environments, I would not

want to include directionality as a primitive of the calculus. If I want to reason

about the structural semantics of a model, I might want to reject models with input

ports connected to input ports. Attributes afford me the ability to reason about such

structural elements that go beyond the basic calculus.

In the simple calculus, there is no notion of a higher-order component. I extend

this calculus with variable abstraction and function application to facilitate higher-

order components. Along with this, I introduce a notion of reduction for terms in

this “extended calculus.” This reduction satisfies the Church Rosser property, which

implies that each term in the calculus reduces to at most one term in the simple

calculus. Equivalently, each higher-order component, when given parameters, reduces

to at most one non-higher-order component.

I define a notion of size which is equivalent to the notion of size (or length) in

λ calculus. The size of a term is roughly the number of symbols in the term. I

prove that there exist classes of systems whose description in the extended calculus

is drastically smaller than they could ever be in the simple calculus. This establishes
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the expressive power that higher-order components can provide for succinct system

descriptions in a composition language.

This succinctness comes with a cost, however. I define a notion of structural

equivalence, which I can use to determine whether or not two terms in the calculus

represent systems with the same structure, and a corresponding notion of abstract

syntax for composition languages. Two terms in the simple calculus share the same

abstract syntax if and only if they are structurally equivalent. In the simple calculus,

I prove that checking structural equivalence of two models is always decidable. In

the extended calculus, it is not. This need not be viewed as an overly negative

result, because in practice it is often possible to determine structural equivalence of

higher-order components. Moreover, this undecidability is a direct consequence of

the expressiveness of the extended calculus.

To validate my calculus as a useful model, I develop a simple composition language

for creating and combining Boolean circuits. To make the example interesting, the

language permits higher-order components. I use the extended calculus as a semantic

domain for this language. Using this mapping, I show a practical example of a

class of systems whose size grows at least exponentially without using higher-order

components, but whose size can be reduced to grow at most linearly when higher-order

components are allowed.

As a prototype of this concept, I created Ptalon, a higher-order composition lan-

guage that provides combinators for constructing higher-order components in Ptolemy
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II. Ptolemy II is a platform for experimenting with new system design technologies

for embedded systems [29]. Ptalon supports all of the features of higher-order com-

ponents I mentioned above. Its semantics is orthogonal to the execution semantics

of Ptolemy II since Ptalon uses partial evaluation to reduce higher-order components

before a model is executed.

1.1 Background

Higher-order composition can be characterized as a design strategy in actor-

oriented design [37] to address scalability. In actor-oriented design, programmers

model concurrent components (called actors) which communicate with one another

through ports. Configurations, or hierarchies of interconnected components, are used

to bundle networks of components into single components. Actor-oriented systems

are commonly designed in a block-diagram environment. Lee [38] believes that actor-

oriented design techniques will yield more reliable concurrent systems than those de-

signed in a thread-based system. Examples of actor-oriented languages and design en-

vironments include hardware description languages (like VHDL [48] and Verilog[50]),

coordination languages [47], architecture description languages [40], synchronous lan-

guages [7], Giotto [24], SystemC [3], SHIM [20], CAL [21], Simulink [17], LabVIEW

[32], Metropolis [4], Ptolemy II [29], GME [36] and many more.

Ptolemy II, Metropolis, and GME deserve special attention as actor-oriented de-

sign environments for some of the novel design techniques they employ. Ptolemy
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II supports a structured form of heterogeneous design called “hierarchical hetero-

geneity,” where different concurrent interaction semantics may only be specified at

different levels of the system hierarchy [22]. This structured form of heterogeneity

simplifies analysis while still supporting multi-paradigm systems. Metropolis sepa-

rates functional modeling from architecture modeling. “Quantity managers” capture

the costs and constraints of the services an architecture provides in terms of various

quantities, like time and energy. A “mapping network” maps the functionality onto

the given architecture. In GME, users can design a new domain-specific modeling en-

vironment through metamodels, in addition to creating models in this environment.

Model databases support the reuse of components across domains.

Both the desire for succinct descriptions of systems and the use of higher-order

components are not new to system design. Methods for succinct descriptions of reg-

ular languages are well known. Meyer and Fischer [41] prove that a nondeterministic

finite automaton with n states may require up to 2n states if modeled as an equiva-

lent deterministic finite automaton. Chandra et al. [11] introduce “alternating finite

automata,” an extension of nondeterministic finite automata, and prove that an al-

ternating finite automaton with n states may require up to 22n
states to if modeled

as an equivalent deterministic finite automaton. Drusinsky and Harel [19] go on to

prove that an “alternating statechart” with n states may require up to 222n

states if

modeled as an equivalent deterministic finite automaton. While these results are sig-

nificant, not all systems can be modeled with regular languages, so these succinctness
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results do not extend to all systems. For this reason, I base my succinctness results

on the λ calculus notion of length [5], which I use to measure the size of terms in the

extended calculus, rather than by counting the number of states in a state machine.

Given the obvious analogy between higher-order components and higher-order

functions, it is probably no surprise that system design tools built on top of functional

programming languages have supported higher-order components. The functional

language Haskell [28] has been particularly influential in this regard. Reekie [49] layers

Haskell on top of a dataflow process networks model to enable creation of higher-order

system networks for real-time signal processing. The Lava Hardware Description

Language [35], a Haskell extension targeted at hardware synthesis, supports higher-

order circuits. Hawk [14] is an extension of Haskell for microprocessor simulation and

verification, and also supports higher-order components. BlueSpec Classic [2], the

original version of BlueSpec, has Haskell-like syntax and also supports higher-order

components. Like Lava, BlueSpec is a hardware language, but in BlueSpec, systems

are specified via cooperating finite state machines from which circuits are derived by

the compiler rather than by a user manually specifying circuit functionality.

Outside of the Haskell world, higher-order components have been used as well,

Janneck [31] implements higher-order Petri nets in the Moses system modeling tool

to increase reusability of models. Ptolemy Classic and Ptolemy II [8] both support

a limited set of higher-order components, but these components were built in the

host language rather than in Ptolemy II itself. Ptalon, which is built on the Ptolemy
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Expression Language, a purely functional language for manipulating Ptolemy-specific

data types, is a higher-order composition language for composing networks of Ptolemy

actors.

Many of the above examples use partial evaluation to reduce higher-order compo-

nents to non-higher-order components. In Lava for instance, Haskell hardware spec-

ifications are reduced to non-higher-order components and transformed into VHDL.

In Bluespec Classic, the specifications are transformed to the term-rewriting system,

TRSpec [26], before being transformed to Verilog. Ptalon follows the same approach;

higher-order components are flattened to non-higher-order Ptolemy models before

execution.

1.2 Motivating Examples

The purpose of this section is to give two real-world examples of higher-order

components. The first is a distributed systems example, and the second is a signal

processing example. I have implemented both of these examples in Ptalon, and the

screen shots are of the generated Ptolemy II components.

1.2.1 Map Reduce

The popular search engine Google uses huge amounts of data to provide users with

information about everything from cell biology to basket weaving. Google maintains
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tens of thousands of commodity machines to store and process its information. The

Google File System (GFS) [23] is the distributed file system which helps manage these

huge amounts of data.

Interacting directly with the GFS is too low-level for many of the data processing

applications that software engineers at Google create. For this reason, the MapReduce

[18] model of computation model was developed. The idea behind MapReduce is that

users write their computation using two special methods, map and reduce. The map

method takes a list of key-value pairs and outputs another list of key-value pairs.

These returned lists are sorted by key, and the reduce function takes the list of all

values associated with a particular key and returns a “reduced” list for that key.

When computations are written this way, they can easily be parallelized, with map

and reduce methods processing data on multiple machines. Dean [18] explains the

full details of this distribution pattern.

An example application of MapReduce is a simple word count system. Here each

input key is a web page, and each input value is a set of words on that web page.

The goal is to count word frequency on an entire set of web pages. The map function

takes in each key value pair; for each word on the page it emits that word as a key

and the number of times it appears on the page as a value. The reduce function takes

the list of counts for each key sums them. The output is the one-element list whose

value represents the number of times that particular word appeared on any of the

web pages.
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I built a simulation of the MapReduce system in Ptolemy as a higher-order Ptalon

component. The user of this component is prompted for the following parameters:

mapComponent

numberMaps

reduceComponent

numberReduces

The mapComponent and reduceComoponent are higher-order parameters. The mapComponent

is responsible for the map computation and the reduceComponent is responsible for

the reduce computation. I show the Ptalon code for this higher-order component

below:

MapReduce is {

/* The parameters for the mapreduce system.

* The "fileName" parameter refers to the input file name.

*/

actorparameter map;

parameter numberOfMaps;

actorparameter reduce;

parameter numberOfReduces;

parameter fileName;

/* These are actor "constants" which tell Ptalon where to find

* the "split" and "stop" actors.

*/

actor split =

ptalonActor:ptolemy.actor.ptalon.test.mapreduce.Split;

actor stop =

ptalonActor:ptolemy.actor.ptalon.test.mapreduce.WaitingStop;

/* This output port is used to signal the status of the map reduce,

* or whether the map reduce system has stopped computing its

* results or not.

*/

outport status;

/* This creates the "split" actor and makes it ready for
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* connection. The split actor is responsible for distributing

* data to the various map actors.

*/

port reference splitKeys;

port reference splitValues;

relation splitFinished;

split(keys := splitKeys, values := splitValues, doneReading :=

splitFinished, file := [[fileName + ".map"]],

numberOfOutputs := [[numberOfMaps]]);

/* This creates the "stop" actor, which is used to clean up file

* handles after the computation has finished.

*/

port reference stopInput;

stop(input := stopInput, numberOfInputs := [[numberOfMaps]],

status := status);

/* This creates the "reduce" actors and some connections.

* This block of code will not be evaluated until the

* parameters of this component have been set.

*/

for a initially [[0]] [[a < numberOfReduces]] {

port reference reduceInKey[[a]];

port reference reduceInValue[[a]];

reduce(inputKey := reduceInKey[[a]], inputValue :=

reduceInValue[[a]], doneReceiving := splitFinished,

file := [[fileName + a.toString + ".red"]],

numberOfInputs := [[numberOfMaps]]);

} next [[a + 1]]

/* This creates the "map" actors and some connections.

* This block of code will not be evaluated until the

* parameters of this component have been set.

*/

for a initially [[0]] [[a < numberOfMaps]] {

port reference mapOutKeys[[a]];

port reference mapOutValues[[a]];

relation mapFinished[[a]];

map(inputKey := splitKeys, inputValue := splitValues,

outputKeys := mapOutKeys[[a]], outputValues :=

mapOutValues[[a]], doneReceiving := splitFinished,

doneEmitting := mapFinished[[a]],
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numberOfReduceOutputs := [[numberOfReduces]]);

this(stopInput := mapFinished[[a]]);

for b initially [[0]] [[b < numberOfReduces]] {

this(reduceInKey[[b]] := mapOutKeys[[a]]);

this(reduceInValue[[b]] := mapOutValues[[a]]);

} next [[b + 1]]

} next [[a + 1]]

}

In Figure 1.1, I show what the Ptolemy model corresponding to the MapReduce

component for a particular set of input parameters. If I changed the number of

map or reduce components, this topology would change correspondingly. The Split

component is used to split the input file into key value pairs that are read in parallel

by the Map components. The Map components apply the map function to each key

value pair and emit a sequence of key value pairs. The Reduce components reduce

lists of values for each key they receive. The WaitingStop component is used to signal

the computation status to the outside world, and to make sure that model stops after

all the data is processed. (If the model does not stop, the open file handles for the

Split and Reduce components may cause memory leaks. The WaitingStop component

is not part of the original MapReduce system, but the original system does manage

the closing of file handles.)

To give some insight in the types of computations MapReduce is suited for, I show

the basic map and reduce methods used by the map and reduce components for the

word count system. Below that I show similar methods for computing the reverse

hyperlink graph.
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Figure 1.1: The Ptolemy model corresponding to the higher-order MapReduce com-
ponent when the number of map components equals two and the number of reduce
components equals three.

//Word count example

public List<KeyValuePair> map(String value) {

//Each value is a list of words.

//The output is a list of pairs, with the

//first element being a word and the second element

//the number of occurrences in the input string.

StringTokenizer tokenizer = new StringTokenizer(value);

LinkedList<KeyValuePair> output = new

LinkedList<KeyValuePair>();

while (tokenizer.hasMoreTokens()) {

output.add(new KeyValuePair(tokenizer.nextToken(), "1"));

}

return output;

}

public List<String> reduce(String key, BlockingQueue<String>

values) throws InterruptedException {

//Each key is a word and a list of numbers comes in the
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//values Queue. These numbers are added to compute

//the total number of times the word was counted.

int result = 0;

while (!isQueueEmpty()) {

String value = values.take();

if (isQueueEmpty()) {

break;

}

result += Integer.parseInt(value);

}

List<String> output = new LinkedList<String>();

output.add((new Integer(result)).toString());

return output;

}

//////////////////////////////////////////////

//Reverse hyperlink example

public List<KeyValuePair> map(String key, String value) {

//Each input key is a web address and each value is

//a web address the key links to. The output

//is simply the reversed pair.

StringTokenizer tokenizer = new StringTokenizer(value);

LinkedList<KeyValuePair> output =

new LinkedList<KeyValuePair>();

while (tokenizer.hasMoreTokens()) {

output.add(new

KeyValuePair(tokenizer.nextToken(), key));

}

return output;

}

public List<String> reduce(String key, BlockingQueue<String>

values) throws InterruptedException {

//The input key is a web address and the values coming

//in on the queue are the web addresses that link to

//the key. The linking web pages are assembled into

//a list of all web pages that point to the key.

List<String> output = new LinkedList<String>();

while (!isQueueEmpty()) {

String value = values.take();

if (isQueueEmpty()) {

break;
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}

output.add(value);

}

return output;

}

1.2.2 Fast Fourier Transform

Frequency analysis is one of the most basic tasks in signal processing. Lee and

Varaiya [39] and Oppenheim et al. [46] both provide excellent introductions to the

topic. A filter’s frequency response, or how it amplifies and attenuates particular fre-

quencies, is the main measure of its performance. The frequencies present in a signal

are mathematically determined by an appropriate Fourier transform. While there are

several flavors of Fourier transforms, only the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can

actually be numerically computed. Given a length N signal x : {0, 1, . . . , N−1} → C,

where C is the set of complex numbers, the DFT of x is defined as the function

X : {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} → C, where for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},

X(k) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n)e−j2πn/N

Computing the DFT using the brute force method requires O(N2) addition and

multiplication computations. In 1965 Cooley and Tukey [15] popularized the fast

fourier transform (FFT), which computes the DFT in only O(N log N) computations.

There are many variants of FFTs. In the simplest case, N is a power of 2. Each N
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point FFT is computed using two N/2 point FFTs. Oppenheim et al.[45] explains

this algorithm in detail.

In Ptalon, it is straightforward to make an FFT as a higher-order Ptolemy com-

ponent. This is a classic higher-order component. For instance, Claesson et al. [35]

cite it as one instance of a “butterfly circuit.” I show the code for this higher-order

component below:

FFT is {

parameter N;

actor gain = ptolemy.actor.lib.Scale;

actor adder = ptolemy.actor.ptalon.demo.ComplexAddSubtract;

if [[ (N >= 2) && ((N % 2) == 0) ]] {

inport[] x;

outport[] X;

if [[ N == 2 ]] {

relation x0;

relation x1;

this(x := x0);

this(x := x1);

port reference sum0;

port reference sum1;

adder(plus := sum0, output := X);

adder(plus := sum1, output := X);

this(sum0 := x0);

this(sum1 := x0);

gain(input := x1, output := sum0, factor := [[ 1 ]]);

gain(input := x1, output := sum1, factor := [[ -1 ]]);

} else {

port reference xFromInput;

this(x := xFromInput);

port reference xEven;

port reference xOdd;

port reference G;

port reference H;

FFT(x := xEven, X := G, N := [[N / 2]]);

FFT(x := xOdd, X := H, N := [[N / 2]]);
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for n initially [[0]] [[n < N / 2]] {

relation G[[n]];

relation H[[n]];

this(G := G[[n]], H := H[[n]]);

} next [[n + 1]]

for n initially [[0]] [[n < N]] {

relation x[[n]];

this(xFromInput := x[[n]]);

if [[ (n % 2) == 0 ]] {

this(xEven := x[[n]]);

} else {

this(xOdd := x[[n]]);

}

port reference sum[[n]];

adder(plus := sum[[n]], output := X);

if [[ n < N / 2]] {

gain(input := H[[n]], output := sum[[n]],

factor :=[[ exp(-j*2*n*pi/N) ]]);

this(sum[[n]] := G[[n]]);

} else {

gain(input := H[[n - N/2]], output := sum[[n]],

factor :=[[ exp(-j*2*n*pi/N) ]]);

this(sum[[n]] := G[[n - N/2]]);

}

} next [[n + 1]]

}

} else {

/* Do nothing if N is not a power of 2. */

}

}

In figure 1.2, I show the Ptolemy model generated from the FFT component when

N is 4. Note that the FFT has a recursive structure. Recursion can be viewed as

a special type of higher-order composition, where a composition is parameterized by

itself.
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Figure 1.2: The Ptolemy model corresponding to a decimation-in-time FFT higher-
order component when N = 4.
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Chapter 2

The Succinctness of Higher-Order

Composition Languages

In this chapter, I provide a mathematical framework for higher-order composition

languages. I start with a simple calculus that serves as a framework for non-higher-

order composition languages. I then extend this with the extended calculus, which

serves as a framework for higher-order composition languages.

An important result states that I can express models more succinctly in the ex-

tended calculus than in the simple calculus. What’s startling about this result is

the degree to which this can be done. I can find a countably infinite set of terms in

the simple calculus whose size grows at least as fast as 2n, and for which no other

terms in the simple calculus can be smaller. Using the extended calculus, I can

find equivalent higher-order terms whose size grows only linearly. The result doesn’t
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stop there. I can find another countably infinite set of terms in the simple calculus

whose size grows at least as fast as 22n
, and for which no other terms in the simple

calculus can be smaller. I can still find equivalent terms in the extended calculus

whose size grows only linearly. The result keeps going forever. That is, I can find a

countably infinite set of terms in the simple calculus whose size grows at least as fast

as pow(2, pow(2, . . . pow(2, n) · · · )), for an arbitrary number of exponentiations, and

for which no other terms in the simple calculus can be smaller, yet I can still find

equivalent terms in the extended calculus whose size grows only linearly.

I note that I had originally developed another calculus which also serves as a

framework for higher-order composition languages in [10]. This previous calculus is

much smaller and simpler than the extended calculus I develop here. While the earlier

calculus is effective in capturing the essence of higher-order composition languages,

there is no way for me to reason about non-higher-order components, so I developed

this more elaborate model.

2.1 The Simple Calculus

Consider a simple component which has two ports, named p1 and p2 and whose

name is l1. In the simple calculus, this can be described as

l1 : [p1 ⊕ p2]
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Here l1 serves as a label for the component. A picture for this structure is shown in

Figure 2.1.

p1 p2
l1

Figure 2.1: A two port component in the simple calculus

The picture in Figure 2.1 is similar in both character and spirit to Milner’s flow-

graphs [42]. Milner’s flowgraphs are visual representations of the static combinators

in his calculus of communicating systems (CCS). These combinators deal with the

interconnection structure of components, as does this calculus. The reason for invent-

ing a new calculus rather than using static CCS as a starting point is simply that this

new calculus will be easier to extend to the higher-order calculus of the next section.

A script letter, likeA, possibly with a subscript, abbreviates a term in the calculus.

If A and B represent the same expression, I write

A ≡ B

This means A and B are syntactically equivalent. When I wish to define A to be the

syntactic equivalent of some other expression, I use the ≡def symbol, like

A ≡def l1 : [p1]

Note that ordering is somewhat irrelevant in this calculus. If I define A by

A ≡def l1 : [p1 ⊕ p2]
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and B by

B ≡def l1 : [p2 ⊕ p1]

Then A =S B, where =S is the symbol for structural equivalence. Note that A 6≡ B,

that is they are not syntactically equivalent, but they are structurally equivalent,

which indicates that they both represent the same system.

While the order is secondary in this calculus, the names of ports are important.

It is not the case that

l1 : [p1 ⊕ p2] =S l1 : [p3 ⊕ p4]

Some elements included in particular composition languages structure may not be

captured using just ports and relations. For instance, the calculus says nothing about

the data types of ports or whether a port is an input or output. For such situations,

I include attributes in the calculus.

That said, it can be useful to distinguish two components in this calculus that

have the same port names. They may represent very different systems. For instance,

in a practical system we may have many different types of components which all have

ports named input and output. We use attributes to make such distinctions. For the

same component with an attribute A1, I write

l1 : [A1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2]

Consider the term

T ≡def A1 ⊕ p1
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Suppose I wish to form a network of two T components in parallel. I can use the

following expression:

S ≡def l1 : [T ]⊕ l2 : [T ] (2.1)

which means that

S ≡ l1 : [A1 ⊕ p1]⊕ l2 : [A1 ⊕ p1]

The component labels then simply give me a way to distinguish two instances of the

same component. This can be seen in Figure 2.2.

l1

l2

A1
p1

A1
p1

Figure 2.2: A network of two components in parallel.

I can now transform the network S of Equation 2.1 into a new component using

hierarchy. To do this, I let

U ≡def l3 : [S ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ l1{p1 := p1} ⊕ l2{p1 := p2}]

≡ l3 : [l1 : [A1 ⊕ p1]⊕ l2 : [A1 ⊕ p1]⊕ p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ l1{p1 := p1} ⊕ l2{p1 := p2}]

This gives the component in Figure 2.3. Note that the term l2{p1 := p2} means to

connect the port p1 of the component l2 to port p2 of its container.
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p1

p2

l1

l2

A1
p1

A1
p1

l3

Figure 2.3: A component built out of a parallel network.

Now consider a new term named T :

T ≡def A1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2

Suppose, I wish to create a new component out of two copies of T in series. I can use

l3 : [p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ r1 ⊕ l1 : [T ]⊕ l2 : [T ]⊕ l1{p1 := p1} ⊕ α{p2 := r1}⊕

l2{p1 := r1} ⊕ l2{p2 := p2}]

This is shown in figure 2.4. Here r1 is a relation, or a connection point which does

not propagate to the interface of the component it belongs to.1 A relation is like a

“wire” in Verilog [50].

2.1.1 Formal Details of the Simple Calculus

In this section, I provide the formal details of the simple calculus. I define its

syntax and structural equivalence, and I conclude with a proof that for all terms A

and B in the simple calculus, the proposition A =S B is decidable.

1π calculus [44] uses the name binding operator to convert ports to relations.
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p1 p2

A1

p2p1

A1

p2p1r1
l1 l2

l3

Figure 2.4: A series component in the calculus.

Let P be the set of all port names, R the set of relation names, A the set of

all attribute names, and L the set of all component label names. I assume all four

sets are mutually disjoint and denumerable and use the naming conventions above,

so that p0, p1, . . . ∈ P, r0, r1, . . . ∈ R, A0, A1, . . . ∈ A, and l0, l1, . . . ∈ L.

Notice that all names have a natural number as a subscript. To define the calculus,

I need a way to refer to an arbitrary name. I use the name variables i, j, k, a, b, and

c for this purpose. By convention, p2 is a port name and pj represents an arbitrary

port name, but pj is not itself a port name. If I say pj ∈ P, I am referring to an

arbitrary element of P, but if I say p2 ∈ P I’m referring to the specific element p2 of

P. The same convention holds for attribute names, relation names, and component

label names. I will always assume that name variables take values in the natural

numbers. If I assert that i = j, I am asserting that they are variables that represent

the same natural number, which would imply for instance that ri ≡ rj.
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I define the set S of terms in the simple calculus to be the smallest set such that

true ⇒ 0 ∈ S

pi ∈ P ⇒ pi ∈ S

ri ∈ R ⇒ ri ∈ S

Ai ∈ A ⇒ Ai ∈ S

li ∈ L ∧ pj, pk ∈ P ⇒ li{pj := pk} ∈ S

li ∈ L ∧ pj,∈ P ∧ rk ∈ R ⇒ li{pj := rk} ∈ S

T ∈ S ∧ S ∈ S ⇒ (T ⊕ S) ∈ S

T ∈ S ∧ li ∈ L ⇒ li : [T ] ∈ S

Here 0 is the empty model. I include it here to have a notion of nothing. It will be

mainly used when I extend this calculus to the higher-order calculus, but since it is

not a higher-order term, I include it in the simple calculus.

I now define the structural equivalence relation =S as the minimal subset of S×S
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such that for all T ,S,U ∈ S,

T ≡ S ⇒ T =S S

true ⇒ (T ⊕ S) =S (S ⊕ T )

true ⇒ ((T ⊕ S)⊕ U) =S (T ⊕ (S ⊕ U))

true ⇒ (T ⊕ 0) =S T

i = j ⇒ (pi ⊕ pj) =S pi

i = j ⇒ (ri ⊕ rj) =S ri

i = j ⇒ (Ai ⊕ Aj) =S Ai

i = a ∧ j = b ∧ k = c ⇒ (li{pj := pk} ⊕ la{pa := pb}) =S li{pj := pk}

i = a ∧ j = b ∧ k = c ⇒ (li{pj := rk} ⊕ la{pa := rb}) =S li{pj := rk}

i = j ⇒ (li : [T ]⊕ lj : [S]) =S li : [(T ⊕ S)]

T =S S ⇒ li : [T ] =S li : [S]

T =S S ⇒ S =S T

T =S S ∧ S =S U ⇒ T =S U

To put these rules in words, “duplicates don’t matter”, and “order doesn’t matter”.

If a term has two ports named pi, rather than considering this to be an “error”

term, it is simply a term with redundant information. Because of the associativity

and commutivity of ⊕, I will omit parenthesis in further expressions in the simple

calculus. I now have the main result of this section, namely that it is always possible
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to determine whether two terms in the simple calculus are equivalent. By the finite

nature of terms, it is somewhat trivial, but I include the theorem to contrast the

simple calculus with the extended calculus. The result does not hold in the extended

calculus.

Theorem 2.1. For all S, T ∈ S, the proposition S =S T is decidable.

Proof. The following test, based on the structure of S and T will always determine

the truth of the proposition:

1. Case S ≡ 0. Suppose T ≡ 0. Then S =S T is true. Suppose T is one of pi,

ri, Ai, li{pj := pk}, li{pj := rk}, or li : [U ] for some expression U . Then the

proposition is false. Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for some expressions T1 and

T2. If 0 =S T1 and 0 =S T2, then the proposition is true, otherwise it is false.

2. Case S ≡ pi. Suppose T ≡ pj. Then S =S T is true if and only if pi ≡ pj.

Suppose T is one of 0, ri, Ai, li{pj := pk}, li{pj := rk}, or li : [U ] for some

expression U . Then the proposition is false. Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for

some expressions T1 and T2. If pi =S T1 and pi =S T2, then the proposition is

true, otherwise it is false.

3. Case S ≡ ri. Suppose T ≡ rj. Then S =S T is true if and only if ri ≡ rj.

Suppose T is one of 0, pi, Ai, li{pj := pk}, li{pj := rk}, or li : [U ] for some

expression U . Then the proposition is false. Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for
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some expressions T1 and T2. If ri =S T1 and ri =S T2, then the proposition is

true, otherwise it is false.

4. Case S ≡ Ai. Suppose T ≡ Aj. Then S =S T is true if and only if Ai ≡ Aj.

Suppose T is one of 0, pi, ri, li{pj := pk}, li{pj := rk}, or li : [U ] for some

expression U . Then the proposition is false. Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for

some expressions T1 and T2. If Ai =S T1 and Ai =S T2, then the proposition is

true, otherwise it is false.

5. Case S ≡ li{pj := pk}. Suppose T ≡ la{pb := pc}. Then S =S T is true if and

only if li ≡ la, pj ≡ pb, and pk ≡ pc. Suppose T is one of 0, pi, ri, Ai, li{pj := rk},

or li : [U ] for some expression U . Then the proposition is false. Finally suppose

T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for some expressions T1 and T2. If li{pj := pk} =S T1 and

li{pj := pk} =S T2, then the proposition is true, otherwise it is false.

6. Case S ≡ li{pj := rk}. Suppose T ≡ la{pb := rc}. Then S =S T is true if and

only if li ≡ la, pj ≡ pb, and rk ≡ rc. Suppose T is one of 0, pi, ri, Ai, li{pj := pk},

or li : [U ] for some expression U . Then the proposition is false. Finally suppose

T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for some expressions T1 and T2. If li{pj := rk} =S T1 and

li{pj := rk} =S T2, then the proposition is true, otherwise it is false.

7. Case S ≡ li : [S0], for some S0 ∈ S. Suppose T ≡ lj : [T0], for some T0 ∈ S.

Then S =S T is true if and only if li ≡ lj and S0 =S T0. Suppose T is one

of 0, pi, ri, Ai, li{pj := pk}, or li{pj := rk}. Then the proposition is false.
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Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for some expressions T1 and T2. If T1 ≡ lj : [T3],

T2 ≡ lk : [T4], li ≡ lj ≡ lk, and S0 =S T3 ⊕ T4, then the proposition is true,

otherwise it is false.

8. Case S ≡ S1 ⊕ S2, for some S1,S2 ∈ S. Suppose T is one of 0, pi, ri,

Ai, li{pj := pk}, or li{pj := rk}, li : [U ] for some expression U . Then the

proposition is true if and only if T =S S, which we can test with one of the

above cases. Finally suppose T ≡ T1 ⊕ T2 for some expressions T1 and T2.

There exists some positive integers a and b such that S ≡ S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sa and

T ≡ T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tb and each Sc and Td is one of 0, pi, ri, Ai, li{pj := pk}, or

li{pj := rk}, li : [U ] for some expression U . Then S =S T is true if and only if (a)

for each Sc ∈ {S1, . . . ,Sa} there is a Td ∈ {T1, . . . , Tb} such that Sc =S Td, and

(b) for each Td ∈ {T1, . . . , Tb} there is a Sc ∈ {S1, . . . ,Sa} such that Sc =S Td.

Each of these tests can also be carried out with one of the above tests.

The tests above always terminate with the logical value of the proposition, so I con-

clude that the proposition is decidable.

2.1.2 Structural Equivalence and Abstract Syntax

Note that the simple calculus provides a concrete syntax for composition lan-

guages. Structural equivalence gives a way to test if two terms in the calculus repre-

sent the same system. In this section, I provide an abstract syntax for composition

languages. Two terms will be structurally equivalent if and only if they have the same
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abstract syntax. Define the set Syn as the smallest set such that

true ⇒ ∅ ∈ Syn

pi ∈ P ⇒ {pi} ∈ Syn

ri ∈ R ⇒ {ri} ∈ Syn

Ai ∈ A ⇒ {Ai} ∈ Syn

li ∈ L ∧ pj, pk ∈ P ⇒
{
(pj, pk, li)

}
∈ Syn

li ∈ L ∧ pj ∈ P ∧ rk ∈ R ⇒
{
(pj, rk, li)

}
∈ Syn

Si, Sj ∈ Syn ⇒ Si ∪ Sj ∈ Syn

S ∈ Syn, li ∈ L ⇒
{
(li, Sj)

∣∣Sj ∈ S
}
∈ Syn

Any element of Syn will be an abstract term.

Define the function Ab : S → Syn inductively as follows:

AbJ0K = {0}

AbJpiK = {pi}

AbJriK = {ri}

AbJAiK = {Ai}

AbJli{pj := pk}K = {(pj, pk, li)}

AbJli{pj := rk}K = {(pj, rk, li)}

AbJT ⊕ SK = AbJT K ∪ AbJSK

AbJli : [T ]K =
{
(li, Sj)

∣∣Sj ∈ AbJT K
}
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The function Ab provides an abstract syntax for S by providing an abstract term for

each concrete term in S. Note the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. For all T ,S ∈ S, T =S S if and only if AbJT K = AbJSK.

This result is immediate from the definition of =S and Ab, so I do not prove it

here.

2.2 The Higher-Order Calculus

From this point forward, I will assume the reader has at least a basic familiarity

with λ calculus. To the reader who has yet to learn this elegant formalism, Baren-

dregt [6] provides a gentle introduction. Hindley [25] provides more details for the

intermediate learner, and Barendregt [5] provides a more complete exposition of λ

calculus more appropriate to a “λ expert.”

Imagine creating a new network by combining two instances of any component in

parallel. Maybe the component design is incomplete, or maybe several possibilities

could fit into the same pattern. A variable in the extended calculus can represent

such a component. Suppose I use x1 to represent this variable. (Note that x1 is a

variable name in the extended calculus, not a variable used to represent an arbitrary

name in the calculus.) Then the expression:

λx1.l1 : [x1]⊕ l2 : [x1]
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will do the job. Such a term is called an abstraction, where the parameter x1 is ab-

stracted from the system description. This now represents a parameterizable struc-

ture, or a higher-order component. Just as in λ calculus, I may give another expression

as a parameter to this expression. For example the term

( (
λx1.l1 : [x1]⊕ l2 : [x1]

)
(A1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2)

)
reduces to the term

l1 : [A1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2]⊕ l2 : [A1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ p2]

This is simply a function application.

Using just variables, abstractions, and applications, I can create the ordinary λ

calculus as a subset of the extended calculus. I can then define Church numerals:

C0 ≡def λx1.λx2.x2

Cn+1 ≡def (λx1.λx2.λx1.(x2 ((x1 x2) x1))) Cn

where each Ci represents the natural number i. I can similarly define the boolean

values:

Btrue ≡def λx1.λx2.x1

Bfalse ≡def λx1.λx2.x2

where Btrue represents logical true and Bfalse represent logical false. The Church-

Turing thesis states that any computation can be encoded in λ calculus. Two such
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computations that I will find repeatedly useful are the predecessor and zero functions:

Fpred ≡def λx1.λx2.λx3.(x1 (λx4.λx5.(x5 (x4 x2)))) (2.2)

Fzero ≡def λx1.(x1 ((Btrue Bfalse) Btrue)) (2.3)

It can be checked that for all natural numbers i,

(Fpred Ci+1) �β Ci

(Fzero Ci+1) �β Bfalse

(Fzero C0) �β Btrue

where T �β S means T reduces to S. In order to have recursion, I need a fixed-point

combinator:

Yfp ≡def ((λx1.λx2.(x2 ((x1 x1) x2))) (λx1.λx2.(x2 ((x1 x1) x2))))

This is Turing’s combinator, and it has the nice property that for any expression T ,

(Yfp T ) �β (T (Yfp T )) (2.4)

Using this number system, I can define a higher-order component that represents

x3 copies of component x2 in parallel:

Tparallel ≡def (Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.((Fzero x3) 0 (l〈x3〉 : [x2]⊕ (x1 x2 (Fpred x3)))) )

For all i > 0,

((Tparallel S) Ci)
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reduces to a term in the simple calculus with i copies of of S in parallel. For instance

((Tparallel A1) C3)

reduces to

l1 : [A1]⊕ l2 : [A1]⊕ l3 : [A1]

Similarly, suppose I wish to create a component with x2 ports, named p1, p2, . . . , px2 .

I can use

Tports ≡def (Yfp λx1.λx2.((Fzero x2) 0 (p〈x2〉 ⊕ (x1 (Fpred x3)))) )

Here p〈Ci〉 reduces to pi for all integers i by a new reduction rule that applies to the

extended calculus. This rule is written p〈Ci〉 �δ pi. The same rule was applied in the

parallel composition example as well. It also applies to attributes and relations, and

it may be interleaved they may be interleaved with β reductions. As an example

l〈C3〉{p2 := r〈Fpred C1〉} �βδ l3{p2 := r0}

2.2.1 Formal Details of the Extended Calculus

In this section, I provide the formal details of the extended calculus. I define its

syntax and extend the notion of structural equivalence over the extended calculus.

I demonstrate the increased scalability that higher-order components can provide in

Theorem 2.4. I conclude with a proof that the proposition A =H B, which states that

terms A and B are structurally equivalent in the extended calculus, is not decidable
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for all terms in the extended calculus, even though structural equivalence was for the

simple calculus. This is the cost of doing business with this more compact syntax

and expressive.

Let P be the set of all port names, R the set of relation names, A the set of all

attribute names, L the set of all component label names, and X the set of all variable

names. I assume all four sets are mutually disjoint and denumerable and use the

naming conventions above, so that p0, p1, . . . ∈ P, r0, r1, . . . ∈ R, A0, A1, . . . ∈ A,

l0, l1, . . . ∈ L, and x0, x1, . . . ∈ X.

I use the same name variable convention above, but note that a name variable,

like i, j or k is not the same thing as a variable name like x2. The first represents an

arbitrary integer. The second is a term in the calculus, that may be substituted for

another term according to the reduction rules of the calculus. Then xj represents an

arbitrary variable name in the calculus.

I define the set H of terms in the extended calculus to be the smallest set such
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that

true ⇒ 0 ∈ H

xi ∈ X ⇒ xi ∈ H

pi ∈ P ⇒ pi ∈ H

ri ∈ R ⇒ ri ∈ H

Ai ∈ A ⇒ Ai ∈ H

li ∈ L ∧ pj, pk ∈ P ⇒ li{pj := pk} ∈ H

li ∈ L ∧ pj,∈ P ∧ rk ∈ R ⇒ li{pj := rk} ∈ H

T ∈ H ∧ S ∈ H ⇒ (T ⊕ S) ∈ H

T ∈ H ∧ li ∈ L ⇒ li : [T ] ∈ H

T ∈ H ∧ xi ∈ X ⇒ (λxi.T ) ∈ H

T ∈ H ∧ S ∈ H ⇒ (T S) ∈ H

and also,

T ∈ H ⇒ p〈T 〉 ∈ H

T ∈ H ⇒ r〈T 〉 ∈ H

T ∈ H ⇒ A〈T 〉 ∈ H

T ∈ H ∧ S ∈ H ⇒ l〈T 〉 : [S] ∈ H
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Finally, given name variables i, j, k and arbitrary terms T ,S,U ∈ H, let

ε ≡def i or 〈T 〉 (2.5)

ζ ≡def j or 〈S〉 (2.6)

γ ≡def k or 〈U〉 (2.7)

That is to say that ε, ζ, γ are either arbitrary integers or arbitrary terms in the

calculus, enclosed with angle brackets. Then

lε{pζ := pγ} ∈ H

lε{pζ := rγ} ∈ H

To be sure, by this I mean that substituting ε, ζ, or γ with a natural number or

another term surrounded by angle brackets yields in another expression in H. The

purpose of terms in the subscript of a name is to allow the name of a port, attribute,

relation, or component label to be parameterizable with another term in the calculus.

Note that S ⊂ H, which means that each term in the simple calculus is a term in the

extended calculus.

Parenthesis are a bit trickier in this calculus than in the simple calculus. It will

still be okay to omit parenthesis on sum terms (T ⊕ S), since ⊕ remains associative

and commutative. Just as in λ calculus abstraction associates to the right, so

λx1.λx2. · · ·λxn.T ≡ (λx1.(λx2.(· · · (λxn.T ) · · · )))

On the other hand, application associates to the left, so

T1 T2 · · · Tn ≡ (((T1 T2) · · · ) Tn)
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Any operator in the simple calculus binds more tightly than application and abstrac-

tion, so for instance

λx1.T1 ⊕ T2 ≡ λx1.(T1 ⊕ T2)

T0 T1 ⊕ T2 ≡ T0 (T1 ⊕ T2)

Define the free variables of a term inductively with:

FV(T ) = ∅ if T ∈ S

FV(xi) = {xi}

FV(T ⊕ S) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(li : [T ]) = FV(T )

FV(λxi.T ) = FV(T ) \ {xi}

FV(T S) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(p〈T 〉) = FV(T )

FV(r〈T 〉) = FV(T )

FV(A〈T 〉) = FV(T )

FV(l〈T 〉 : [S]) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)
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Finally,

FV(li{pj := p〈T 〉}) = FV(T )

FV(li{p〈T 〉 := pj}) = FV(T )

FV(li{p〈T 〉 := p〈S〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{pi := pj}) = FV(T )

FV(l〈T 〉{pi := p〈S〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := pi}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := p〈V〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S) ∪ FV(U)

and

FV(li{pj := r〈T 〉}) = FV(T )

FV(li{p〈T 〉 := rj}) = FV(T )

FV(li{p〈T 〉 := r〈S〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{pi := rj}) = FV(T )

FV(l〈T 〉{pi := r〈S〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := ri}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S)

FV(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := r〈V〉}) = FV(T ) ∪ FV(S) ∪ FV(U)

Given xm ∈ X and U ∈ S, the expression T bU/xmc denotes the expression that
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results from simultaneously replacing all free instances of xm in T with U . Formally,

0bU/xmc ≡def 0

xibU/xmc ≡def


U xi ≡ xm

xi xi 6≡ xm

pibU/xmc ≡def pi p〈T 〉bU/xmc ≡def p〈T bU/xmc〉

AibU/xmc ≡def Ai A〈T 〉bU/xmc ≡def A〈T bU/xmc〉

ribU/xmc ≡def ri r〈T 〉bU/xmc ≡def r〈T bU/xmc〉

Also

li{pj := pk}bU/xmc ≡def li{pj := pk}

li{pj := p〈T 〉}bU/xmc ≡def li{pj := p〈T bU/xmc〉}

li{p〈T 〉 := pj}bU/xmc ≡def li{p〈T bU/xmc〉 := pj}

li{p〈T 〉 := p〈S〉}bU/xmc ≡def li{p〈T bU/xmc〉 := p〈SbU/xmc〉}

l〈T 〉{pj := pk}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{pj := pk}

l〈T 〉{pi := p〈S〉}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{pi := p〈SbU/xmc〉}

l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := pi}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{p〈SbU/xmc〉 := pi}

l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := p〈V〉}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{p〈SbU/xmc〉 := p〈VbU/xmc〉}
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and

li{pj := rk}bU/xmc ≡def li{pj := rk}

li{pj := r〈T 〉}bU/xmc ≡def li{pj := r〈T bU/xmc〉}

li{p〈T 〉 := rj}bU/xmc ≡def li{p〈T bU/xmc〉 := rj}

li{p〈T 〉 := r〈S〉}bU/xmc ≡def li{p〈T bU/xmc〉 := r〈SbU/xmc〉}

l〈T 〉{pi := rj}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{pi := rj}

l〈T 〉{pi := r〈S〉}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{pi := r〈SbU/xmc〉}

l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := ri}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{p〈SbU/xmc〉 := ri}

l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := r〈V〉}bU/xmc ≡def l〈T bU/xmc〉{p〈SbU/xmc〉 := r〈VbU/xmc〉}

Finally,

(T ⊕ S)bU/xmc ≡def T bU/xmc ⊕ SbU/xmc

li : [T ]bU/xmc ≡def li : [T bU/xmc]

l〈S〉 : [T ]bU/xmc ≡def l〈SbU/xmc〉 : [T bU/xmc]

(T S)bU/xmc ≡def (T bU/xmc SbU/xmc)
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(λxi.T )bU/xmc ≡def

λxi.T xi ≡ xm

λxi.T bU/xmc xi 6≡ xm ∧ xi 6∈ FV(U)

λxj.(T bxj/xic)bU/xmc xi 6≡ xm ∧ xi ∈ FV(U) ∧

j = min{j ∈ N | xj 6∈ (FV(T ) ∪ FV(U))}

A term T with FV(T ) = ∅ is called a closed term.

For any relation R ⊆ H×H, define the one-step R-reduction →R as the smallest
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binary relation on H such that

(T ,S) ∈ R ⇒ T →R S

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ (U T ) →R (U S)

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ (T U) →R (S U)

T →R S ∧ xi ∈ X ⇒ λxi.T →R λxi.S

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ (U ⊕ T ) →R (U ⊕ S)

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ (T ⊕ U) →R (S ⊕ U)

T →R S ∧ li ∈ L ⇒ li : [T ] →R li : [T ]

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ l〈U〉 : [T ] →R l〈U〉 : [S]

T →R S ∧ U ∈ H ⇒ l〈T 〉 : [U ] →R l〈S〉 : [U ]

T →R S ⇒ p〈T 〉 →R p〈S〉

T →R S ⇒ r〈T 〉 →R r〈S〉

T →R S ⇒ A〈T 〉 →R A〈S〉
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and also, for all combinations of ε, ζ, γ defined in Equations 2.5 through 2.7,

M→R N ⇒ l〈M〉{pζ := pγ} →R l〈N〉{pζ := pγ}

M →R N ⇒ lε{p〈M〉 := pγ} →R lε{p〈N〉 := pγ}

M →R N ⇒ lε{pζ := p〈M〉} →R lε{pζ := p〈N〉}

M →R N ⇒ l〈M〉{pζ := rγ} →R l〈N〉{pζ := rγ}

M →R N ⇒ lε{p〈M〉 := rγ} →R lε{p〈N〉 := rγ}

M →R N ⇒ lε{pζ := r〈M〉} →R lε{pζ := r〈N〉}

Define the R-reduction �R as the smallest binary relation on H such that

T →R S ⇒ T �R S

T ≡ S ⇒ T �R S

T �R S ∧ S �R T ⇒ T �R S

Define the R-equivalence =R as the smallest binary relation on H such that

T �R S ⇒ T =R S

T =R S ⇒ S =R T

T =R S ∧ S =R U ⇒ T =R U

A term T is an R redux if there exists a term S with (T ,S) ∈ R. A term T is an R

normal form if there does not exist any subterm of T that is an R redux.

Define α ⊆ H× H as

α =
{
(λxi.T , λxj.S)

∣∣ xj 6∈ FV(T ) ∧ S ≡ T bxj/xic
}
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If T =α S, then T is α-equivalent to S. Note that if two terms are α-equivalent, a

change of bound variables in one will make it syntactically equivalent to the other.

Define the relation β ⊆ H× H with

β =
{(

((λx.T ) S), T bS/xc
) ∣∣ T ,S ∈ H

}
For each i ∈ N define the Church numeral Ci by

C0 ≡def λx1.λx2.x2 (2.8)

C1 ≡def λx1.λx2.x1 x2

C2 ≡def λx1.λx2.x1 (x1 x2)

C3 ≡def λx1.λx2.x1 (x1 (x1 x2))

...

Define the relation δ ⊆ H× H by

δ =
{
(p〈T 〉, pi)

∣∣T =α Ci

}
∪{

(r〈T 〉, ri)
∣∣T =α Ci

}
∪{

(A〈T 〉, Ai)
∣∣T =α Ci

}
∪{

(l〈T 〉 : [S], li : [S])
∣∣T =α Ci

}
∪{

(l〈V〉{pζ := rγ}, li{pζ := rγ})
∣∣V =α Ci

}
∪{

(lε{p〈V〉 := rγ}, lε{pj := rγ})
∣∣V =α Cj

}
∪{

(lε{pζ := r〈V〉}, lε{pζ := rk})
∣∣V =α Ck

}
where ε, ζ, and γ are again any possible value in Equations 2.5 through 2.7.
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Define βδ ⊆ H×H as

βδ = α ∪ β ∪ δ

I call this βδ to match up with the equivalent definition in λ calculus. The reason

for omitting α is that α reductions are typically only used to identify two terms after

a series of β and δ reductions. For instance, if

T �βδ λx1.x1

S �βδ λx2.x2

it is only true that T =βδ S when the α rule is included, since λx1.x1 →α λx2.x2.

2.2.2 Reduction Isomorphism to λ Calculus with Constants

In this section I prove that the extended calculus is isomorphic to an extension of

λ calculus with a set of constants and δ reduction rules. I will prove this and prove

that this extension satisfies the Church Rosser property, which, by isomorphism, will

prove that �βδ satisfies the Church Rosser property. A binary relation R satisfies

the Church Rosser property if

∀M, M1, M2. MRM1 ∧ MRM2 ⇒ ∃M3. M1RM3 ∧ M2RM3

This property, applied to the extended calculus, says that if S ∈ H, and βδ reduces

to term S1 and term S2, then there must be some term T ∈ H such that both S1 and

S2 βδ reduce to T . This is important, because there may be many different ways to

reduce the same expression in this calculus. One immediate consequence of Church
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Rosser is that each term in the extended calculus to reduces to at most one term in

the simple calculus, or each term can represent at most one structure. This is because

each term in the simple calculus is irreducible.

Given a set C of constants, and a set X of variables, the set of λ terms Λ(C) is the

smallest set such that

xi ∈ X ⇒ xi ∈ Λ(C)

ci ∈ C ⇒ ci ∈ Λ(C)

S, T ∈ Λ(C) ⇒ (S T ) ∈ Λ(C)

xi ∈ X ∧ S ∈ Λ(C) ⇒ (λxi.S) ∈ Λ(C)

This extension is nearly identical to standard untyped λ calculus, but now there

is a special constant δ ∈ C. For some finite set of n-ary relations R1, . . . , Rm ⊆ Λ(C)n

and corresponding functions g1, . . . , gm with gi ∈ Ri → Λ(C), you may define a binary

relation δ on Λ(C) with

δ =
{
((δ T1 · · · Tn), g1(T1, . . . , Tn))

∣∣(T1, . . . , Tn) ∈ R1

}
...

δ =
{
((δ T1 · · · Tn), gm(T1, . . . , Tn))

∣∣(T1, . . . , Tn) ∈ Rm

}
Barendregt [5] provides a full description of this calculus, but this rule δ is what makes

the extension interesting. Adding such a rule may cause the corresponding reduction

rule �βδ to violate the Church Rosser property. As an example, let C = {δ, ε} and

δ =
{
((δ T T ), ε)

∣∣T ∈ Λ(C)
}
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Theorem 2.3. There exists a set of constants C, a set of δ reductions over Λ(C),

and a bijective map f : H → Y , where Y is a subset of Λ(C) closed under �βδ, such

that for each S ∈ H, S �βδ T if and only if f(S) �βδ f(T ). Moreover, the relation

�βδ⊆ Λ(C)× Λ(C) satisfies the Church Rosser property.

Proof. Let

C = P ∪R ∪ A ∪ L ∪ {0, c:= , c⊕ , c:[ ] , cp , cr , cA , cl, δ}

Define

δ =
{
((δ cp U), pi)

∣∣U ≡ Ci

}
=

{
((δ cr U), ri)

∣∣U ≡ Ci

}
=

{
((δ cA U), Ai)

∣∣U ≡ Ci

}
=

{
((δ cl U), li)

∣∣U ≡ Ci

}
Define f on H inductively as follows:

f(0) ≡def 0

f(xi) ≡def xi

f(pi) ≡def pi f(p〈T 〉) ≡def (δ cp T )

f(ri) ≡def ri f(r〈T 〉) ≡def (δ cr T )

f(Ai) ≡def Ai f(A〈T 〉) ≡def (δ cA T )
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Also

f(li{pj := pk}) ≡def (c:= li pj pk)

f(li{pj := p〈T 〉}) ≡def (c:= li pj (δ cp T ))

f(li{p〈T 〉 := pj}) ≡def (c:= li (δ cp T ) pj)

f(li{p〈T 〉 := p〈S〉}) ≡def (c:= li (δ cp T ) (δ cp S))

f(l〈T 〉{pi := pj}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) pi pj)

f(l〈T 〉{pi := p〈S〉}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) pi (δ cp S))

f(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := pi}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) (δ cp S) pi)

f(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := p〈V〉}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) (δ cp S) (δ cp V))

and

f(li{pj := rk}) ≡def (c:= li pj rk)

f(li{pj := r〈T 〉}) ≡def (c:= li pj (δ cr T ))

f(li{p〈T 〉 := rj}) ≡def (c:= li (δ cp T ) rj)

f(li{p〈T 〉 := r〈S〉}) ≡def (c:= li (δ cp T ) (δ cr S))

f(l〈T 〉{pi := rj}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) pi rj)

f(l〈T 〉{pi := r〈S〉}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) pi (δ cr S))

f(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := ri}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) (δ cp S) ri)

f(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := r〈V〉}) ≡def (c:= (δ cl T ) (δ cp S) (δ cr V))
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Finally,

f(T ⊕ S) ≡def (c⊕ T S)

f(li : [T ]) ≡def (c:[ ] li T )

f(l〈S〉 : [T ]) ≡def (c:[ ] (δ cl S) T )

f(λxi.T ) ≡def (λxi.T )

f(T S) ≡def (T S)

It is easy to see that f is injective. Let Y = rng(f). Clearly Y ⊆ Λ(C). Given

S, T ∈ S, note that S →β T if and only if f(S) →β f(T ), since β reduction is no

different in Λ(C). Also, by our parallel definitions of →δ over H and Λ(C), S →δ T if

and only if f(S) →δ f(T ). Note that Y must then be closed under →β and →δ.

By transitivity, Y is closed under �βδ. Of course, f , viewed as a function from H

to Y , must be bijective, since it is injective and Y is its range. Suppose that U ,V ∈ Y ,

and U �βδ V . Then there must be a U0,U1, . . . ,Un ∈ Y , with U0 ≡ U and Un ≡ T ,

such that

U0 →γ0 U1 →γn−1 · · · →γ Un

where each γi is either β or δ. Clearly f−1(U0) �βδ f−1(U0). Suppose f−1(U0) �βδ

f−1(Um) for m < n. If γm is β, than f−1(Um) →β f−1(Um+1). If γm is δ, than

f−1(Um) →δ f−1(Um+1). This implies f−1(U0) → f−1(Um+1). Thus, f−1(U) �βδ

f−1(V).

The Church Rosser property follows immediately from Theorem 6.3 of [6] since δ
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is in fact a function on closed normal forms.

2.2.3 Scalability of Higher-Order Composition

To show the scalability benefit of the extended calculus, there needs to be a

definition of the size of a term in H. Let s : H → {1, 2, . . .} be defined inductively by

s(0) = 1

s(xi) = 1

s(pi) = 1 s(p〈T 〉) = 2 + s(T )

s(ri) = 1 s(r〈T 〉) = 2 + s(T )

s(Ai) = 1 s(A〈T 〉) = 2 + s(T )
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Also

s(li{pj := pk}) = 4

s(li{pj := p〈T 〉}) = 6 + s(T )

s(li{p〈T 〉 := pj}) = 6 + s(T )

s(li{p〈T 〉 := p〈S〉}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{pi := pj}) = 6 + s(T )

s(l〈T 〉{pi := p〈S〉}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := pi}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := p〈V〉}) = 10 + s(T ) + s(S) + s(V)

and

s(li{pj := rk}) = 4

s(li{pj := r〈T 〉}) = 6 + s(T )

s(li{p〈T 〉 := rj}) = 6 + s(T )

s(li{p〈T 〉 := r〈S〉}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{pi := rj}) = 6 + s(T )

s(l〈T 〉{pi := r〈S〉}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := ri}) = 8 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(l〈T 〉{p〈S〉 := r〈V〉}) = 10 + s(T ) + s(S) + s(V)
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Finally,

s(T ⊕ S) = 1 + s(T ) + s(S)

s(li : [T ]) = 2 + s(T )

s(l〈S〉 : [T ]) = 3 + s(S) + s(T )

s(λxi.T ) = 1 + s(T )

s(T S) = s(T ) + s(S)

This definition of size corresponds to the standard definition of size for the equivalent

terms in the λ calculus extension of the previous section.

A term S ∈ H is said to be minimal with respect to H if for all T ∈ H, s(S) ≤ s(T ).

If S also belongs to S, it is said to be minimal with respect to S if for all T ∈ S,

s(S) ≤ s(T ).

The main theorem of this section concerns the growth of a class of functions. As

in [16], given a function f : N → N, I define

Θ(f) =
{
g : N → N

∣∣∃C, D ∈ R+, n, m ∈ N.(∀k > n.g(k) ≥ Cf(k))

∧ (∀k > m.g(k) ≤ Df(k))
}

Note here that N is the set of natural numbers and R+ is the set of positive real

numbers. Similarly,

Ω(f) =
{
g : N → N

∣∣∃C ∈ R+, n ∈ N.∀k > n.g(k) ≥ Cf(k)
}
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and

O(f) =
{
g : N → N

∣∣∃C ∈ R+, n ∈ N.∀k > n.g(k) ≤ Cf(k)
}

The growth of functions I consider may be polynomial or they may exponential,

double exponential, triple exponential, and so on. Given k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, let pk : N → N

be defined for all n ∈ N as

pk(n) = nk

Any function f ∈ Θ(pk) is said to grow polynomially with order k. If k = 1, it grows

linearly. Define α : {1, 2, . . .} × N → N for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, n ∈ N as

α(k, n) =


2n k = 1

2α(k−1,n) k > 1

For each k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, let ek : N → N be defined for all n ∈ N as

ek(n) = α(k, n)

Note that e1(n) = 2n, e2(n) = 22n
, and so on. If f ∈ Θ(ek), it is said to grow k-tuple

exponentially. If k = 1, it is said to grow exponentially.

Theorem 2.4. For any k ∈ N, there exists a denumerable set of terms {S0,S1, . . .}

in S, each of which is minimal with respect to S, and a denumerable set of terms

{T0, T1, . . .} in H, with each Ti =H Si, such that fH : N → N defined for all n ∈ N as

fH(n) = s(Tn)
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belongs to O(p1) whereas fS : N → N defined for all n ∈ N as

fS(n) = s(Sn)

belongs to Ω(ek). That is to say, the size of the minimal terms Si in the simple calculus

grows at least k-tuple exponentially with i, whereas the size of their counterparts Ti

in the extended calculus grows at most linearly with i.

Proof. Consider the k = 1 case first. Let

S1
n ≡def


0 n = 0

l1 : [S1
n−1]⊕ l2 : [S1

n−1] n > 0

Then

S1
0 ≡ 0

S1
1 ≡ l1 : [0]⊕ l2[0]

S1
2 ≡ l1 :

[
l1 : [0]⊕ l2[0]

]
⊕ l2 :

[
l1 : [0]⊕ l2[0]

]
...

The size of the terms in this case is

s(S1
n) =


1 n = 0

5 + 2s(S1
n−1) n > 0

It is easy to see that for each n, s(S1
n) ≥ 2n. Let f 1

S : N → N for each n as

f 1
S(n) = s(S1

n). Then f 1
S ∈ Ω(e1).
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It is easy to see thatS1
0 is minimal with respect to S. If S1

n is minimal with respect

to S, then

S1
n+1 ≡ l1 : [S1

n]⊕ l2 : [S1
n]

must also be minimal with respect to S. By induction, each S1
n is minimal with

respect to S for all n.

Define U by

U ≡def Yfp λx1λx2.(Fzero x2) 0 (l1 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))]⊕ l2 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))])

This is a term I will use here and for the k > 1 case. Referring to Equations 2.2, 2.3,

and 2.4,

s(U) = 43

Now define T 1
n by

T 1
n ≡def (U Cn)

Since s(Cn) = 3 + n, for each n, s(T 1
n ) = 46 + n. If I define f 1

H for all n as

f 1
H = s(T 1

n )

then f 1
H ∈ O(p1).
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Note that

T 1
0 �βδ (λx1λx2.(Fzero x2) 0 l1 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))]⊕ l2 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))])

(Yfp λx1λx2.(Fzero x2) 0 l1 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))]⊕ l2 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))])

C0

�βδ 0

≡ S1
0

Now suppose T 1
n → S1

n. Then

T 1
n+1 �βδ (λx1λx2.(Fzero x2) 0 l1 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))]⊕ l2 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))])

(Yfp λx1λx2.(Fzero x2) 0 l1 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))]⊕ l2 : [(x1 (Fpred x2))])

Cn+1

�βδ l1 : [(U Cn)]⊕ l2 : [(U Cn)]

≡ l1 : [T 1
n ]⊕ l2 : [T 1

n ]

�βδ l1 : [S1
n]⊕ l2 : [S1

n]

≡ S1
n+1

Thus, for each n, T 1
n → S1

n. Since each S1
n is in βδ normal form, I can conclude

T 1
n =H S1

n (by the Church Rosser property).

When k > 1, let

Sk
n ≡def S1

α(k,n) (2.9)
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Define fk
S : N → N for each n as

fk
S(n) = s(Sk

n)

Then

fk
S(n) = f 1

S(α(k, n))

Since f 1
S ∈ Ω(e1), fk

S ∈ Ω(ek).

Before defining T k
n , note that

Fexp ≡def λx1.λx2.x2 x1

is the exponent function. It is straightforward to verify that for all m,n ∈ N,

Fexp Cm Cn → Cmn

From this define

Fα ≡def Yfp λx1.λx2.(Fzero x2) (Fexp C2 x2) (Fexp C2 (x1 (Fpred x2)))

Then for all k, n ∈ N,

Fα Ck Cn → Cα(k+1,n)

Now s(F) = 58.

Now define T k
n by

T k
n ≡def U (Fα Ck−1 Cn)
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Then

T k
n → U Cα(k,n)

≡ T 1
α(k,n)

→ S1
α(k,n)

≡ Sk
n

Define fk
H for all n by

fk
H(n) = s(T k

n )

= 106 + k + n

Then for each k ∈ N, fk
H ∈ O(p1), yet fk

H defined for all n by

fk
H(n) = s(Sk

n)

belongs to Ω(ek)

2.2.4 Undecidability of Structural Equivalence

The last section showed how a higher-order composition language can lead to

a much more compact representation of a structure than one without higher-order

components. This does come with a cost. While testing structural equality was

decidable in the simple calculus, it becomes undecidable in the extended calculus.

Suppose that given T ∈ H, T =βδ S and T =βδ U . From the Church Rosser

theorem, if both S and U belong to S, then S ≡ U , because terms in the simple
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calculus are βδ normal forms. This means that each term in the higher-order calculus

is reduction equivalent to at most one term in the simple calculus.

This makes it possible extend the structural equivalence over the extended calcu-

lus. I define the structural equivalence relation =H to be the smallest subset of H×H

such that

S =βδ T ⇒ S =H T

S =S T ⇒ S =H T

S =H T ∧ T =H U ⇒ S =H U

It is easy to check that =H is an equivalence relation and it is closed under �βδ. That

is if S �βδ T , then S =H T .

Theorem 2.5. The proposition S =H T is undecidable for arbitrary terms in H.

Proof. Since �βδ⊆ Λ(C) × Λ(C) is Church Rosser, the Scott-Curry theorem [25]

extends to �βδ by Theorem 6.6.6 of [5]. This theorem states that no pair of disjoint

sets in Λ(C) closed under �βδ is recursively separable. Consider the mapping f and

subset Y of Λ(C) in Theorem 2.3. Given T ∈ H, let

Yt = {U ∈ Y |f−1(U) =H T }

Note that for all S ∈ H, S =H T if and only if f(S) ∈ Yt, and S ∈ H, S 6=H T if

and only if f(S) ∈ Y \ Yt. From Theorem 2.3 and the closure property of =H, Yt

and Y \ Yt are disjoint sets closed under →βδ. From the Scott-Curry theorem they
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are not recursively separable. Hence there is no decision procedure which will always

determine whether f(S) belongs to Yt or Y \ Yt or equivalently whether S =H T or

S 6=H T .

2.2.5 Abstract Syntax for the Extended Calculus

As a practical matter, higher-order components are used to specify non-higher-

order systems. This is reflected in the extended calculus by terms which reduce

to terms in the simple calculus, even though not all terms will reduce to simple

terms. For instance the identity function λx1.x1 is irreducible even though the term

(λx1.x1 p1) reduces to p1. I will say that two terms represent the same abstract term

if and only if they reduce to two simple terms with the same abstract syntax. For

this, I extend the abstract syntax function Ab on H with the partial function AbH

from H to Syn such that

AbHJT K =


AbJSK ∃S ∈ S. T �βδ S

undefined otherwise

While this is a natural extension of abstract syntax to the extended calculus, it is

no longer the case that AbHJT K = AbHJSK if and only if T =H S. This is a result of

the more expressive syntax for the extended calculus. The property that extends to

this calculus is this slightly weaker result:

Theorem 2.6. For any terms T ,S ∈ H, if AbHJT K and AbHJSK are defined, then

T =H S if and only if AbHJT K = AbHJSK.
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Proof. If AbHJT K and AbHJSK are defined, then there exist terms T ′,S ′ ∈ S with

T �βδ T ′ and S �βδ S ′. If T =H S, then by the Church Rosser property, T ′ ≡ S ′,

so AbHJT K = AbHJSK. If AbHJT K = AbHJSK, then T ′ ≡ S ′ by the Church Rosser

property, so T =H S.

2.3 Conclusions

In this, chapter I develop the simple calculus, which serves as a framework for com-

position languages without higher-order components. This calculus comes equipped

with a notion of structural equivalence, which is provably decidable. Two terms

which are structurally equivalent have the same abstract syntax using the definition

I provide.

By augmenting this with functional abstraction, I provide an extended calculus

which serves as a framework for higher-order composition languages. This extended

calculus has the ability to represent terms drastically more succinctly than in the sim-

ple calculus. After defining the size of terms in the calculi, I prove there a set of terms

in the simple calculus whose size must grow with Ω(2n), or Ω(22n
), or Ω(222n

), and

so on, and an equivalent set of terms in the extended calculus whose size only need

only grow with O(n). This result suggests that higher-order composition languages

can provide much more scalable methods to represent structures than composition

languages without higher-order components. The downside of higher-order composi-

tion languages is that testing structural equivalence between terms in such a language
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becomes undecidable, which is the direct result of its more expressive syntax.
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Chapter 3

The Extended Calculus as a

Semantic Domain

In this chapter, I map a simple higher-order composition language for composing

boolean circuits to the extended calculus of the previous chapter. I use this mapping

to then prove structural equivalence between components in the language. In this

sense, the extended calculus serves as a semantic domain for the more practical lan-

guage. This idea was inspired by Milner [43], who used his calculus of communicating

systems as a semantic domain for a simple parallel programming language. I note

that it is possible to use the extended calculus as a semantic domain for Ptalon as

well, but the bookkeeping involved becomes too burdensome for it to be worth the

effort.
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3.1 The Circuit Language

Let V be an infinite set of variable names. These can by arbitrary strings, exclud-

ing keywords like true and false. Define the set B of boolean expressions to be the

smallest set such that

1. true and false belong to B.

2. If v ∈ V , then v ∈ B.

3. If b1, b2 ∈ B, then

(a) not b1

(b) b1 and b2

(c) b1 or b2

(d) b1 xor b2

(e) b1 nand b2

(f) b1 nor b2

(g) b1 xnor b2

all belong to B.

4. If b ∈ B, then (b) belongs to B.

Define the set E of boolean equations as the smallest set such that if v ∈ V and b ∈ B,

then v = b belongs to E. An example in E is
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out = in1 and (in2 or in3)

Define the set T of terms as the smallest set such that

1. empty belongs to T .

2. If v ∈ V , then v ∈ T .

3. If v ∈ V , then port v belongs to T .

4. If v ∈ V , then wire v belongs to T .

5. If t ∈ T , then port p<t> belongs to T .

6. If t ∈ T , then wire r<t> belongs to T .

7. If e ∈ E, then e belongs to T .

8. If v1, v2, v3 ∈ V , and t1, t2, t3 ∈ T , then

(a) v1 {v2 := v3}

(b) v1{v2:= p<t3>}

(c) v1 {p<t2> := v3}

(d) v1{p<t2> := p<t3>}

(e) l<t1>{v2 := v3}

(f) l<t1>{v2 := p<t3>}

(g) l<t1>{p<t2> := v3}
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(h) l<v1>{p<v2> := p<v3>}

and

(a) v1{v2:= r<t3>}

(b) v1{p<t2> := r<t3>}

(c) l<t1>{v2 := r<t3>}

(d) l<v1>{p<v2> := r<v3>}

belong to T .

9. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then t1; t2 belongs to T .

10. If v ∈ V and t ∈ T , then v:[t] belongs to T .

11. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then l<t1>:[t2] belongs to T .

12. If v ∈ V and t ∈ T , then (\v.T) belongs to T .

13. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then apply(t1, t2) belongs to T .

An example term that describes an AND gate is

port in1;

port in2;

port out;

out = in1 and in2

A simple composite term that creates a NAND gate from an AND gate and a

NOT gate is described by
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port in1;

port in2;

port out;

andGate:[

port in1;

port in2;

port out;

out = in1 and in2

];

notGate:[

port in;

port out;

out = not in

];

relation r;

andGate(in1 := in1);

andGate(in2 := in2);

andGate(out := r);

orGate(in := r);

orGate(out := out)

In this syntax a term like (\v.t) represents an functional abstraction with a

variable v. This can be viewed as a lambda abstraction. This combined with the

apply operator gives this language the power of lambda calculus. To create simple

higher-order term to compose components x and y in a parallel network, I can use

the expression

(\x.

(\y.

component1:[x];

component2:[y]

)

)
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To make it easier to do simple arithmetic, I provide the keywords 0, 1, . . ., +, -,

*, div, mod, =, <=, >=, <, >, !=, &&, ||, and !. Each such keyword represents an

appropriate lambda term. Each such term can be substituted with a term in the

language above, so I do not include it in the “official” language. For instance 1 can

be substituted with

(\f.

(\x.

apply(f, x)

)

)

and * can be substituted with

(\m.

(\n.

(\f.

apply(m, apply(n, f))

)

)

)

Then I can use

apply(apply(*,3), 2)

to represent three times two. I will take this a step further and let

3 * 2

represent the same thing. The mapping from such expressions to λ terms is routine,

so I omit the details. I also assume the keywords T, F, and Y to represent true, false,

and the Y combinator of Equation 2.4 respectively. I similarly employ an if-else

construct with
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if x {

y

} else {

z

}

equivalent to

apply(apply(x, y), z)

Replacing x with T or F then makes this behave as expected. Finally, I will let an

expression like

apply(f, x, y, z)

be shorthand for

apply(apply(apply(f, x), y), z)

using the same parenthesis rule as function application in λ calculus.

With these terms, I can now define a high-order structure that duplicates n copies

of term x in parallel in a relatively straightforward manner.

apply(Y,

(\f.

(\n.

(\x.

if (n == 0) {

empty

} else {

l<n>:[x];

apply(f, n-1, x)

}

)

)

)

)
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Note here the use of the <> construct. Its purpose is to return a unique name for each

number. Here, <0> returns _0, <1> returns _1, and so on. This gets concatenated to

l, as in l_0, l_1, and so on. In this case, each component in parallel receives a new

label.

3.2 Intermediate Language

Note that programs written in the above language might have a problem with

overlapping names. For instance, the following is an invalid program:

l:[

port in;

]

port p;

relation p;

l{in := p}

It’s not clear if the port in is connected to the port p or the relation r. Since

these sorts of errors can easily be caught with a scope checker, this is no big deal

in practice. In the semantic mapping, however, this means I have to worry about a

“scope environment,” as is required in the study of imperative programming languages

[52].

To avoid this extra complication I develop an intermediate language for the seman-

tic study. It is almost identical to the above language except that I am more explicit

about the “name space” of terms. Assume that X, R, P , and L are the mutually

disjoint and infinite subsets of V corresponding to variables names, relation names,
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port names, and component label names respectively. I will assume the only names in

these sets are x 0, x 1, . . . ∈ X, r 0, r 1, . . . ∈ R, p 0, p 1, . . . ∈ P, and l 0, l 1, . . . ∈ L.

In this intermediate language I redefine the sets B, E, and T as follows: Define

the set B of boolean expressions to be the smallest set such that

1. true and false belong to B.

2. If x i ∈ X, then x i ∈ B.

3. If b1, b2 ∈ B, then

(a) not b1

(b) b1 and b2

(c) b1 or b2

(d) b1 xor b2

(e) b1 nand b2

(f) b1 nor b2

(g) b1 xnor b2

all belong to B.

4. If b ∈ B, then (b) belongs to B.

Define the set E of boolean equations as the smallest set such that if x i ∈ X and

b ∈ B, then x i = b belongs to E.

Define the set T of terms as the smallest set such that
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1. empty belongs to T .

2. If x i ∈ X, then x i ∈ T.

3. If p i ∈ P, then port p i belongs to T .

4. If r i ∈ R, then wire r i belongs to T .

5. If t ∈ T , then port p<t> belongs to T .

6. If t ∈ T , then wire r<t> belongs to T .

7. If e ∈ E, then e belongs to T .

8. If l i ∈ L, p j ∈ P, r k ∈ R, and t1, t2, t3 ∈ T , then

(a) l i {p j := p k}

(b) l i{p j:= p<t3>}

(c) l i {p<t2> := p k}

(d) l i{p<t2> := p<t3>}

(e) l<t1>{p j := p k}

(f) l<t1>{p j := p<t3>}

(g) l<t1>{p<t2> := p k}

(h) l<t1>{p<t2> := p<t3>}

and
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(a) l i{p j:= r<t3>}

(b) l i{p<t2> := r<t3>}

(c) l<t1>{p j := r<t3>}

(d) l<t1>{p<t2> := r<t3>}

belong to T .

9. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then t1; t2 belongs to T .

10. If l i ∈ L and t ∈ T , then l i:[t] belongs to T .

11. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then l<t1>:[t2] belongs to T .

12. If x i ∈ V and t ∈ T , then (\x i.T) belongs to T .

13. If t1, t2 ∈ T , then apply(t1, t2) belongs to T .
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3.3 Semantics of the Circuit Language

For each boolean expression b ∈ B, I will define a number GJbK as follows:

GJtrueK = 1

GJfalseK = 2

GJxiK = 3i

GJnotbK = 5GJbK

GJb1 and b2K = 7GJb1K · 11GJb2K

GJb1 or b2K = 13GJb1K · 17GJb2K

GJb1 xor b2K = 19GJb1K · 23GJb2K

GJb1 nand b2K = 29GJb1K · 31GJb2K

GJb1 nor b2K = 41GJb1K · 43GJb2K

GJb1 xnor b2K = 47GJb1K · 53GJb2K

This is a Gödel numbering system, similar to that in [12]. Since prime numbers are

used here, it is easy to check that each expression b ∈ B has a unique Gödel number.

I can extend this to number boolean equations e ∈ E with

GJxi = bK = 59GJxiK · 61GJbK
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I am now ready to define the semantic function D : T → H.

DJemptyK = 0

DJx iK = xi

DJp iK = pi

DJport p <t>K = p〈DJtK〉

DJrelation r iK = ri

DJrelation r <t>K = r〈DJtK〉

DJeK = AGJeK

DJl i{p j := p k}K = li{pj := pk}

DJl i{p j := p <t>}K = li{pj := p〈DJtK〉}

DJl i{p <t> := p k}K = li{p〈DJtK〉 := pk}

DJl i{p <t1> := p <t2>}K = li{p〈DJt1K〉 := p〈DJt2K〉}

DJl <t> {p j := p k}K = l〈DJtK〉{pj := pk}

DJl <t1> {p j := p <t2>}K = l〈DJt1K〉{pj := p〈DJt2K〉}

DJl <t1> {p <t2> := p k}K = l〈DJt1K〉{p〈DJt2K〉 := pk}

DJl <t1> {p <t2> := p <t3>}K = l〈DJt1K〉{p〈DJt2K〉 := p〈DJt3K〉}
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and

DJl i{p j := r k}K = li{pj := rk}

DJl i{p j := r <t>}K = li{pj := r〈DJtK〉}

DJl i{p <t> := r k}K = li{p〈DJtK〉 := rk}

DJl i{p <t1> := r <t2>}K = li{p〈DJt1K〉 := r〈DJt2K〉}

DJl <t> {p j := r k}K = l〈DJtK〉{pj := rk}

DJl <t1> {p j := r <t2>}K = l〈DJt1K〉{pj := r〈DJt2K〉}

DJl <t1> {p <t2> := r k}K = l〈DJt1K〉{p〈DJt2K〉 := rk}

DJl <t1> {p <t2> := r <t3>}K = l〈DJt1K〉{p〈DJt2K〉 := r〈DJt3K〉}

DJt1; t2 K = DJt1K⊕DJt2K

DJ l i : [t ] K = li : [ DJtK ]

DJ l <t1> : [t2 ] K = l〈DJt1K〉 : [ DJt2K ]

DJ(\x i .t)K = λxi.DJtK

DJapply(t1 , t2 )K = (DJt1K DJt2K)

3.4 Proofs Using the Semantics Function

I now show how the semantics function and the structural equivalence =H can be

used to prove that two components in the circuit language are the same.
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3.4.1 Parallel Composition

Consider again the parallel composition system, this time written in the interme-

diate language, but I still use a few abbreviations, since they have direct mappings

to λ calculus.

apply(Y,

(\x_1.

(\x_2.

(\x_3.

if (x_2 == 0) {

empty

} else {

l<x_2>:[x_3];

apply(x_1, x_2-1, x_3)

}

)

)

)

)

I will prove that

apply(

(\x_1.

(\x_2.

(\x_3.

if (x_2 == 0) {

empty

} else {

l<x_2>:[x_3];

apply(x_1, x_2-1, x_3)

}

)

)

),

3,

port p_1

)
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is structurally equivalent to

l_1:[port p_1];

l_2:[port p_1];

l_3:[port p_1]

Note that the denotation of the first program is

S1 ≡def (Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3))) C3 p1

The second term has denotation

S2 ≡def l1 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]

If S1 =H S2, then they are structurally equivalent. Note that

S1 �βδ (λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3)

(Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3)))) C3 p1

�βδ l〈C3〉 : [p1]⊕

((Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3))) C2 p1)

�βδ l3 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕

((Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3))) C1 p1)

�βδ l3 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l1 : [p1]⊕

((Yfp λx1.λx2.λx3.(Fzero x2) 0 (l〈x2〉 : [x3]⊕ (x1 (Fpred x2) x3))) C0 p1)

�βδ l3 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l1 : [p1]⊕ 0
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Now

T1 ≡def l3 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l1 : [p1]⊕ 0

=S l3 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l1 : [p1]

=S l1 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]⊕ l2 : [p1]

≡ S2

Since S1 �βδ T1, and T1 =S S2, S1 =H S2.

3.4.2 Adder Circuit

A full adder can be written in the intermediate language as

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

port p_4;

port p_5;

p_4 = (p_1 xor p_2) xor p_3;

p_5 = ((p_1 xor p_2) and p_3) or (p_1 and p_2)

Here p_1 and p_2 are the input bits, p_3 is the carry in bit, p_4 is the sum bit, and

p_5 is the carry bit.

A two-bit adder in the intermediate language, made from basic adders can be

written as

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

port p_4;

port p_5;

port p_6;
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port p_7;

port p_8;

l_1:[

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

port p_4;

port p_5;

p_4 = (p_1 xor p_2) xor p_3;

p_5 = ((p_1 xor p_2) and p_3) or (p_1 and p_2)

]

l_2:[

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

port p_4;

port p_5;

p_4 = (p_1 xor p_2) xor p_3;

p_5 = ((p_1 xor p_2) and p_3) or (p_1 and p_2)

]

wire r_1;

l_1{p_1 := p_1}; l_1{p_2 := p_3}; l_1{p_3 := p_5}; l_1{p_4 := p_6};

l_1{p_4 := r_1};

l_2{p_1 := p_2}; l_2{p_2 := p_4}; l_2{p_3 := r_1}; l_2{p_4 := p_7};

l_2{p_5 := p_8};

Here, p_1 and p_3 are the two bits from the first input, p_2 and p_4 are the two bits

from the second input, p_5 is the carry in bit, p_6 and p_7 are the sum bits, and p_8

is the carry out bit.

To make a higher-order component to create an n bit adder in the intermediate

language, assuming x1 ≥ 2, I use:

(\x_1.
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apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_2.(\x_3.

if (x_3 == 0) {

empty

} else {

p<x_3>;

apply(x_2, x_3-1)

}

))

),

2 + 3*x_1

);

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_2.(\x_3.

if (x_3 == 0) {

empty

} else {

l<x_3>:[

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

port p_4;

port p_5;

p_4 = (p_1 xor p_2) xor p_3;

p_5 = ((p_1 xor p_2) and p_3) or (p_1 and p_2)

]

apply(x_2, x_3-1)

}

))

),

x_1 - 2

);

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_2.(\x_3.

if (x_3 == 0) {

empty

} else {

r<x_3>;

apply(x_2, x_3-1)
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}

))

),

x_1 - 1

);

l_1{p_1 := p_1};

l_1{p_2 := p<1 + x_1>};

l_1{p_3 := p<1 + 2*x_1>};

l_1{p_4 := p<2 + 2*x_1>};

l_1{p_5 := r_1};

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_2.(\x_3.

if (x_3 == 0) {

empty

} else {

l<x_3>{p_1 := p<1 + x_3>};

l<x_3>{p_2 := p<1 + x_3 + x_1>};

l<x_3>{p_3 := r<x_3>};

l<x_3>{p_4 := p<2 + x_3 + 2*x_1>};

l<x_3>{p_5 := r<x_3 + 1>};

apply(x_2, x_3-1)

}

))

),

x_1 - 2

);

l<x_1>{p_1 := p<x_1>};

l<x_1>{p_2 := p<2*x_1>};

l<x_1>{p_3 := r<x_1-1>};

l<x_1>{p_4 := p<1 + 3*x_1>};

l<x_1>{p_5 := p<2 + 3*x_1>};

)

The denotation for this higher-order component is given by

S ≡def λx1.(S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ S3 ⊕ S4 ⊕ S5 ⊕ S6)
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with

S1 ≡def ((Yfp (λx2.λx3.(Fzero x3) 0 (p〈x3〉 ⊕ (x2 (Fpred x3))))) (F+ C2 (F∗ C3 x1)))

S2 ≡def ((Yfp (λx2.λx3.(Fzero x3) 0 (S7 ⊕ (x2 (Fpred x3))))) (F− x1 C2))

S3 ≡def ((Yfp (λx2.λx3.(Fzero x3) 0 (r〈x3〉 ⊕ (x2 (Fpred x3))))) (Fpred x1))

S4 ≡def l1{p1 := p1} ⊕ l1{p2 := p〈F+ C1 x1〉} ⊕ l1{p3 := p〈F+ C1 (Fpred x1)〉}

⊕ l1{p4 := p〈F+ C2 (F∗ C2 x1)〉} ⊕ l1{p5 := r1}

S5 ≡def ((Yfp (λx2.λx3.(Fzero x3) 0 (S8 ⊕ (x2 (Fpred x3))))) (F− x1 C2))

S6 ≡def l〈x1〉{p1 := p〈x1〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p2 := p〈F∗ C2 x1〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p3 := r〈Fpred x1〉}

⊕ l〈x1〉{p4 := p〈F+ C1 (F∗ C3 x1)〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p5 := p〈F+ C2 (F∗ C3 x1)〉}

S7 ≡def l〈x3〉 : [p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3 ⊕ p4 ⊕ p5 ⊕ An1 ⊕ An2 ]

S8 ≡def l〈x1〉{p1 := p〈F+ C1 x1〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p2 := p〈F+ (F+ C1 x3) x1〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p3 := r〈x3〉}

⊕ l〈x1〉{p4 := p〈F+ (F+ C2 x3) (F∗ C2 x1)〉} ⊕ l〈x1〉{p5 := r〈F+ C1 x1〉}

where

n1 = GJp4 = (p1 xor p2) xor p3K

n2 = GJp5 = ((p1 xor p2) and p3) or (p1 and p2)K

I would like to prove that (S C2) is equivalent to the denotation for the two-bit

adder, which is given by

T ≡def λx1.(T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ T3 ⊕ T4 ⊕ T5)
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with

T1 ≡def p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3 ⊕ p4 ⊕ p5 ⊕ p6 ⊕ p7 ⊕ p8

T2 ≡def l1 : [p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3 ⊕ p4 ⊕ p5 ⊕ An1 ⊕ An2 ]⊕

l2 : [p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3 ⊕ p4 ⊕ p5 ⊕ An1 ⊕ An2 ]

T3 ≡def r1 ⊕ r2 ⊕ r3 ⊕ r4 ⊕ r5 ⊕ r6 ⊕ r7 ⊕ r8

T4 ≡def l1{p1 := p1} ⊕ l1{p2 := p3} ⊕ l1{p3 := p5} ⊕ l1{p4 := p6} ⊕ l1{p5 := r1}

T5 ≡def l2{p1 := p2} ⊕ l2{p2 := p4} ⊕ l2{p3 := r1} ⊕ l2{p4 := p7} ⊕ l2{p5 := p8}

It is easy to check that

S1bC2/x1c =H T1

S2bC2/x1c =H T2

S3bC2/x1c =H T3

S4bC2/x1c =H T4

S5bC2/x1c =H 0

S6bC2/x1c =H T5

From this, it is straightforward to conclude that (S C2) =H T .
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3.4.3 Scalability of a Clock Distribution Network

In integrated circuit design, minimizing clock skew and the rise and fall times of a

clock source is important to provide precision system timing [33]. Clock distribution

networks use stages of buffers to fan out a clock source to multiple components while

minimizing the effects of clock skew and the rise and fall times of a clock source. A

very simple clock distribution network using buffers is shown in Figure 3.1. Here the

clock is the input, and the outputs are “copies” of the clock value.

Figure 3.1: A three-level buffered clock distribution network.

Note that a one-level clock distribution network can be written as a simple buffer

in the clock language, with p_1 as the clock input:

port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

A two-level clock distribution now requires three buffers:

port p_1;

port p_2;

port p_3;

l_1 : [
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port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

];

l_1 : [

port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

];

l_2 : [

port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

];

l_3 : [

port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

];

wire r_1;

l_1{p_1 := p_1};

l_1{p_2 := r_1};

l_2{p_1 := r_1};

l_2(p_2 := p_2};

l_3{p_1 := r_1};

l_3{p_2 := p_3}

I can go on to create three-level networks, four-level networks, and so on, all without

using higher-order components. If I map these components to the simple calculus, I

can prove that the denotation of an n-level clock distribution network created this

way is minimal with respect to the simple calculus, and that the size of these terms

grows exponentially with n. I omit these details, because this is probably easier to
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infer from Figure 3.1 than from the semantic mapping.

This is where a higher-order component is useful. Let x_0 represent the num-

ber of levels of a clock distribution network. The following higher-order component

represents an x_0-level clock distribution network:

(\x_0.

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_1.

(\x_2.

if (x_2 == 0) {

empty;

} else {

l<x_2> : [

port p_1;

port p_2;

p_1 = p_2

];

}

)

)

),

2^x_0 - 1

)

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_1.

(\x_2.

if (x_2 == 0) {

empty;

} else {

wire r<x_2>;

l<2^(x_0 - 1) + x_2>{p_2 := r<x_2>};

l<2*x_2 - 1>{p_1 := r<x_2>};

l<2*x_2>{p_1 := r<x_2>};

}

)

)
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),

2^(x_0 - 1) - 1

)

apply(

apply(Y,

(\x_1.

(\x_2.

if (x_2 == 0) {

empty;

} else {

port p<x_2 + 1>;

l<x_2>{p_2 := p<x_2 + 1>};

}

)

)

),

2^(x_0 - 1)

)

port p_1;

l<2^(x_0) - 1>{p_1 := p_1}

)

A proof similar to the proof of the adder will show that this is indeed the correct

component. Moreover, the corresponding terms in the calculus for applying this

higher-order component to n will only grow linearly with n (because the representation

of n in the calculus will grow linearly with n).

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter demonstrates that the extended calculus can be used as a semantic

domain for a higher-order composition language. The calculus can then be used to
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prove equivalence between components in the higher-order composition language. The

language I chose is simple, but it demonstrates that the extended calculus does serve

as a valid mathematical framework for composition languages. It is also clear that

practical models in this language can scale much better when higher-order components

are used, as the clock distribution network example shows.
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Chapter 4

The Ptalon Programming

Language

Ptalon is a higher-order composition language I developed to make it easier to

create higher-order components in Ptolemy II. Ptalon is built on top of the Ptolemy

Expression Language [8], a purely functional language that provides support for many

data types, including arrays, matrices, and higher-order functions. Parameters can

given actual values in through instantiation in other Ptalon source files, or they can

be set by a user in the Ptolemy II GUI Vergil. An interpreter translates the code into

component instances.

4.1 The Basics of Ptalon

Consider a simple Ptalon program:
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Identity is {

inport a;

outport b;

this(a := b);

}

This program defines a Ptolemy II actor.1 Actors defined in Ptalon are generally

composite; they are built from networks of other actors. The most basic actors in

Ptolemy are atomic. Atomic actors are typically defined in Java code, but other

languages like Python, C, and CAL [21] may also be used to define atomic actors.

The previous example is a rather trivial actor. It has two ports, an input port

named a and an output port named b. That means that data flows into port a and out

of port b. The keywords inport and outport are used to denote this flow direction.

There is also a port construct in Ptalon that allows data to flow both into and out

of the same port. The keyword this refers to the actor being created. Here the

reference is used to connect the a and b ports of the Identity actor. The := operator

is used as a connection operator in this context. On the outside this actor would be

named Identity and would have two ports a and b. On the inside this actor would

connect the a and b ports, as shown in Figure 4.1.

The next example is still rather trivial, but it highlights a few more features of

Ptalon:

Link is {

actorparameter A;

inport linkIn;

outort linkOut;

1Actor is simply the Ptolemy II word for component.
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Figure 4.1: A Ptolemy model equivalent to the Identity component in Ptalon.

relation r;

A(input := linkIn, output := r);

A(input := r, output := linkOut);

}

The statement actorparameter A; creates an actor parameter that can be as-

signed an actor as a value. Such parameters are what make Ptalon a higher-order

composition language. The statement relation r; creates a relation. Like a port,

a relation in Ptolemy is a connection point, but unlike a port, this connection is not

exposed at the interface of the Link component. Instead it is an internal connection

point that may be connected to only on the inside of the composite actor. The last

two lines create two instances of the actor assigned to parameter A. If this actor has

ports named input and output, the input of the first instance will be connected to

the linkIn input of the Link component, and the output of the second instance will

be connected to the linkOut output of the Link component. The output of the first

instance will feed to the input of the second instance, passing through the relation

r. Note that if the actor that gets passed to A as a parameter does not have a port
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named input and output, they will be created. This can be useful, because actor code

can be written to test for the presence of ports in Ptolemy.

Note that the instances of actor assigned to A require A to be assigned a value

before they are created. Ptalon uses a partial evaluation strategy, which basically

boils down to “Create what you can based on what parameters are known.” The two

actor instances may only be created when A is assigned a value, and this is precisely

when they are created. After they are created, the Link actor corresponds to the

Ptolemy model of Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: The model corresponding to the Link component in Ptalon after the actor
parameter A is assigned an actor.

Now if we wanted to compose the two instance of A in parallel instead of in series,

we can use the following Ptalon code:

attachDanglingPorts;

Combine is {

actorparameter A;

A();

A();

}

The first line tells the Ptalon interpreter that any unconnected ports of an internal

actor are brought to the outside. The last two lines instantiate two instances of the

actor A. If A has a port named input, then Combine will have ports named A1_input
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and A2_input. The Ptolemy model corresponding to the Combine code after an actor

is assigned to the parameter A is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: A Ptolemy model equivalent to the Combine component in Ptalon.

4.2 Recursion and Iteration

The last sections showed the features that make Ptalon a composition language

in the ordinary sense. In this section, I show what recursion and iteration look like in

Ptalon. Consider first a variant of Combine which combines n instances of an actor

named repeater. I call this new higher-order component Parallel:

Parallel is {

actorparameter repeater;

parameter n;

if [[n <= 1]] {

repeater();

} else {

repeater();

Parallel( repeater := repeater(), n := [[n - 1]] );

}

}

Just as a notional note, the double brackets [[]] are used whenever an expression

is to be evaluated in the Ptolemy Expression Language. Anything in between the
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double brackets will get passed to the Ptolemy expression evaluator by the Ptalon in-

terpreter, and Ptalon will simply maintain a symbol table for the expression evaluator

to reference for values.

The parameter n is a non-higher-order parameter. It may be assigned any “token”

in the Ptolemy type system as a value. Setting the parameter n to some number

greater than 1, creates two components; one is the repeater component, and the

other is another parallel component with the same repeater component and n set

to n-1. By the Ptalon partial evaluation convention, the conditional block will not

be tested and entered until after n is assigned a value. When n is assigned 3 as its

value, and repeater is assigned an actor with ports named input and output, this

corresponds to the Ptolemy model of Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The Ptolemy model corresponding to the Parallel component in Ptalon
when n := 3.

I can use iteration in a similar way. Consider the component:

IterativeParallel is {

actorparameter repeater;

parameter n;

for i initially [[ 1 ]] [[ i <= n ]] {
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repeater();

} next [[ i + 1 ]]

}

It has the same basic effect, but this time, it iterates over the for-loop n instantiating

a repeater component each time. I show the corresponding Ptolemy model with the

same parameters in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: The Ptolemy model corresponding to an IterativeParallel component in
Ptalon with n := 3.

4.3 Linear Systems–A Practical Example

The most basic and well-understood systems in control theory are linear. Callier

and Desoer [9] provide a thorough introduction to such systems. A system has m

inputs, described by a function u : R → Rm, r outputs, described by a function

y : R → Rr, and n internal states, described by a function x : R → Rn. The behavior
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for a linear system is described by the equations:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)

where A, B, C, and D are real matrices of appropriate dimension.

I created a higher-order component to model such components in Ptalon, based on

a concept by Jie Liu. Its parameters are the parameters are the A, B, C, and D matri-

ces of the system, as well as the initial states of the system. Setting these parameters

creates the linear system using Scale components, to perform scalar multiplications,

Add components, to perform scalar addition, and Integrator components to perform

numerical integration. The generated model for these particular parameters is given

in Figure 4.6:

A =

1 0

0 −1

 (4.1)

B =

0

1

 (4.2)

C =

(
1 0

)
(4.3)

D = 0 (4.4)
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Figure 4.6: A Ptolemy model corresponding to the LinearStateSpace component in
Ptalon with the parameters of Equations 4.1 through 4.4.

4.3.1 Ptalon Code

Below is the Ptalon code for the LinearStateSpace component. It uses a few

advanced features of Ptalon I left out above. Most of these are explained in the code

documentation, but one point that deserves explanation are multiports. A multiport

is a single port than can act as several ports. Making three connections to the outside

of a multiport is like creating three ports and connecting to them all. Here is the

code:

/*

* Linear state space model in the CT domain. This is the Ptalon version

* of a model originally written in Java code.

*

* The State-Space model implements a system whose behavior is defined by:

*

* dx/dt = Ax + Bu

* y = Cx + Du

* x(0) = x0
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*

* where x is the state vector, u is the input vector, and y is the output

* vector. The matrix coefficients must have the following characteristics:

*

* A must be an n-by-n matrix, where n is the number of states.

* B must be an n-by-m matrix, where m is the number of inputs.

* C must be an r-by-n matrix, where r is the number of outputs.

* D must be an r-by-m matrix.

*

* The actor accepts m inputs and generates r outputs

* through a multi-input port and a multi-output port. The widths of the

* ports must match the number of rows and columns in corresponding

* matrices, otherwise, an exception will be thrown.

*

*

* @author Adam Cataldo (borrowed example from Jie Liu)

*/

LinearStateSpace is {

/*

* These lines create the ports for the actor, which are

* all multiports.

*/

inport[] input;

outport[] output;

outport[] stateOutput;

/*

* These lines create the parameters for the actor.

*/

parameter A;

parameter B;

parameter C;

parameter D;

parameter initialStates;

/*

* These lines define some actor "constants" to be

* used later.

*/

actor integrator = ptolemy.domains.ct.lib.Integrator;

actor adder = ptolemy.actor.lib.AddSubtract;
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actor scale = ptolemy.actor.lib.Scale;

/*

* This is a for loop in Ptalon. All evaluation

* of normal data is done by the Ptolemy expression

* language, which we use in a for loop. Anything in

* the denotation brackets [[ ... ]] will be parsed

* in the expression language, not Ptalon, but the

* results of evaluation will be used by Ptalon to

* populate the actor.

*

* A for loop structure has form

* for variable initially [[ initialValueExpression ]]

* [[ loopConditionExpression ]] {

* ...

* loopBody

* ...

* } next [[ valueUpdateExpression ]]

*

* The variable can take on any data type the expression

* language supports, although it will often be an integer.

*/

for a initially [[ 0 ]] [[ a < A.getRowCount ]] {

/*

* These lines create relations whose names

* depend on the value of the variable a. They

* will take on names like state0, state1, etc.

* and stateAdderOut0, stateAdderOut1, etc.

*/

relation state[[a]];

relation stateAdderOut[[a]];

/*

* This creates an instance of the integrator.

* It assigns the value of initialStates(0, a)

* to the intialState parameter of the integrator.

* It connects the input port of the integrator to

* the relation stateAdderOut[[a]], where a is the for

* loop variable.

*/

integrator(initialState := [[initialStates(0, a)]],
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input := stateAdderOut[[a]], output := state[[a]] );

/*

* This creates a port reference. The port

* reference will refer to the plus input of

* the adder. Any other components that

* later link a port to this port reference

* will connect to the plus input of the

* adder. The rule for port references is

* that they refer to the first port that

* is linked to them through an equation

* port := reference

*/

port reference stateAdderIn[[a]];

adder(plus := stateAdderIn[[a]],

output := stateAdderOut[[a]] );

/*

* The "this" reference refers to the main PtalonActor

* we create. We use it to connect internal ports

* and relations. In this case, we connect the stateOutput

* multiport to the relations state0, state1, etc.

*/

this(stateOutput := state[[a]] );

} next [[ a + 1 ]]

/*

* These nested for loops are used to create the scale actors

* in the feedback loops corresponding to the input matrices.

*/

for a initially [[ 0 ]] [[ a < A.getRowCount ]] {

for b initially [[ 0 ]] [[ b < A.getRowCount ]] {

scale(factor := [[ A(a, b) ]], input := state[[b]],

output := stateAdderIn[[a]] );

} next [[ b + 1 ]]

} next [[ a + 1 ]]

/*

* These nested for loops are used to create the scale actors

* on the input side of the system.

*/

for b initially [[ 0 ]] [[ b < B.getColumnCount ]] {
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relation scaleIn[[b]];

this(input := scaleIn[[b]] );

for a initially [[ 0 ]] [[ a < A.getRowCount ]] {

scale(factor := [[ B(a, b) ]], input := scaleIn[[b]],

output := stateAdderIn[[a]] );

} next [[ a + 1 ]]

} next [[ b + 1 ]]

/*

* These nested for loops are used to create the adder actors

* and scale actors on the output side of the system.

*/

for c initially [[ 0 ]] [[ c < C.getRowCount ]] {

port reference outputAdderIn[[c]];

adder(plus := outputAdderIn[[c]], output := output);

for a initially [[ 0 ]] [[ a < A.getRowCount ]] {

scale(factor := [[ C(c, a) ]], input := state[[a]],

output := outputAdderIn[[c]] );

} next [[ a + 1 ]]

} next [[ c + 1 ]]

/*

* These nested for loops are used to create the

* and scale actors for the direct feedthrough subsystem.

*/

for c initially [[ 0 ]] [[ c < C.getRowCount ]] {

for b initially [[ 0 ]] [[ b < B.getColumnCount ]] {

scale(factor := [[ D(c, b) ]], input := scaleIn[[b]],

output := outputAdderIn[[c]] );

} next [[ b + 1 ]]

} next [[ c + 1 ]]

}
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The purpose of this dissertation is to show the power of higher-order composition

languages in system design. In order to formalize this, I develop an abstract syntax

for composition languages and two calculi. The first calculus serves as a framework for

composition languages without higher-order components. The second is a framework

for higher-order composition languages. I prove there exist classes of systems whose

specification in a higher-order composition language is drastically more succinct than

it could ever be in a non-higher-order composition language.

To justify the calculus, I use it as a semantic domain for a simple higher-order

composition language. I use it to reason about higher-order components in this more

practical language and use n-level clock distribution networks as a class of systems

whose description must grow exponentially with n when higher-order components are

forbidden, but whose description grows linearly with n when higher-order components
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are used.

As a prototype for higher-order composition language, I developed the Ptalon

programming language for Ptolemy II. I explain how components can be built in

Ptalon, and I give several examples of models built as a higher-order components in

this language. These examples span several domains in system design: control theory,

signal processing, and distributed systems.

Unlike functional languages, where higher-order functions are infused with a pro-

gram’s execution semantics, the ability to provide scalable higher-order mechanism

is completely separated from execution semantics in higher-order composition lan-

guages. As a design technique, higher-order composition languages can be used to

provide extremely scalable system descriptions.
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